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The Finest in Tree Care Tools and Supplies
Artistic Arborist, Inc. of Phoenix, Arizona has a unique store located
at 4519 North 7th Avenue offering a complete line of tools and supplies for professional tree care and landscape plants.

Artistic Arborist, Inc.
Tree Climbing & Pruning
Supplies Catalog

Call 602-263-8889 to order

Our Mission
We provide quality plant
care products for arborists, horticulturists, homeowners, maintenance
companies or individuals,
landscape designers,
growers, contractors, consultants and other green industry professionals. We know what we
sell because we use it every day.

Our Catalog

All Your Professional Tree Care Needs
• Saddles/Harnesses - Leg Strap and Seat models
• Ropes - Climbing & Rigging, Lanyards, Straps, Cabling & Bracing
• Climbing Accessories –Tree & Pole Climbers, Pads, Gaffs, Fliplines,

Snaps, Pulleys, Carabiners, Ascenders
• Safety Gear– Gloves, Ear Protection, Goggles, Hardhats, First Aid
• Pruning - Saws, Blades, Scabbards, Hand & Pole Pruners, Loppers

Our goal is to provide the customer with the most technologically
advanced and quality engineered products available. Use this catalog
as a guide to learn more about the unique products we sell and how
they could bene;it your tree care operations. We have the largest
store in the region that offers items such as climbing saddles and
ropes, along with hard-to-;ind fertilizers, pruning tools, diagnostic
equipment and books that show you how to use these things. Products subject to availability, prices subject to change.

Ordering Information
4519 N 7th Ave. Phoenix, AZ 85013
602-263-8889 — Phone
602-265-1423 — Fax
store@artistic-arborist.com | www.artistic-arborist.com

By telephone: Call between 8:00am-4:30pm, M-F, Mountain (AZ)
time at 602-263-8889, FAX: 602-265-1423
By email: store@artistic-arborist.com
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Selecting the correct positioning saddle size is very important for optimum comfort and
con;idence in the saddle. It is also important to know what style of saddle you prefer. Seat
Strap vs. Leg Strap, Floating vs. Stationary Dee Rings, Single vs. Double Dees, and leather vs.
cloth construction are some of the options to consider. Our sales staff can help you choose
the style that bests ;its your needs and budget.
Choosing the Best Fit
The following sizing applies to all our saddles and uses a Dee to Dee Measurement (Point A
to Point E) to help determine the correct and best ;itting saddle size by ensuring the dee
rings are properly located in front of the hipbones. With front location the user has better
positioning ability and added comfort. This sizing also takes into account the Minimum
Length Measurement (Point B), Maximum Length Measurement (Point D) and Center Measurement (Point C) so achieving the perfect ;it is easy.
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Dee to Dee Measurement - This measurement is the most important. It is the measurement
from side dee to side dee on the waist belt of the saddle. Step 1 below explains how to obtain this measurement. (Point A to Point E)

Shears & Loppers & Long Reach Pruners
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Sharpening Tools
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Minimum Length Measurement - This is the length when the waist belt is buckled in the last
hole. It is the smallest waist size the saddle will ;it. (Point B)
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Maximum Length Measurement - This is the length when the waist belt is buckled in the
;irst hole. It is the largest waist size the saddle will ;it. (Point D)
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Center Measurement - This is the length when the waist belt is buckles in the fourth hole. If
the saddle ;its the user buckled in the fourth hole, there is enough room for adjustment to
accommodate both summer and winter clothing. (Point C)
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1. Drop down approximately 4" from the top of each hipbone and measure the distance
around the back from hipbone to hipbone using a tape measure. Add 2” to this measurement. This is the Dee to Dee Measurement. Please note: the added 2” will bring the dee ring
in front of the hipbones for better positioning. (See ;igure 1)
2. Find the user's Dee to Dee Measurement in the chart below. The user's correct positioning saddle/harness size is listed to the left of the proper Dee to Dee Measurement.
3. The user's Waist Measurement should fall between the Minimum and Maximum Length
Measurements for that size. Remember to allow some room for adjustment for use with
summer and winter clothing.
4. If user's Waist Measurement is larger than the Maximum Length for
that size, we recommend the user go up to the next size to accommodate the Waist Measurement. If user's Waist Measurement is smaller than the Minimum Length for that size, we
recommend the user go down a size. Please keep in mind that going down a size may place
the dee rings further back which may not be as comfortable as when the dee rings are in
front of the hipbones.

Seat Strap, Double Dee Ring, Thick Cotton
Dees are made from forged aluminum with black anodized ;inish that’s
lighter weight than steel. Saddle back features two rounded nylon
loops that are covered with clear rubber tubes that help resist excess
wear. Each loop will hold up to 15 lbs. of accessories. Cotton webbing
reinforced with nylon provides comfort and strength. Floating seat
strap can easily be positioned for maximum
comfort. Not to be used for fall arrest.
Price: $146.95 Order #: 08-01010S, M, L

Seat Strap, Double Dee Ring, Wide Back
Wide back for extra comfort is lined with soft cow hide. Seat
strap ;loats on waist belt for easy positioning. Dees at front and
back. 1” neoprene leg straps. 5 nylon loops that hold up to 15”
of accessories. 2 nylon utility straps. With snap and ring to keep
tools close at hand. Price: $186.95 Order #: 08-01035S, M, L

Weaver Leather sizing chart:

Seat Strap, One Floating Dee Ring, Wide Back
Floating dees provide easy maneuverability.
Wide back for extra comfort is lined with soft cow hide. Seat
strap ;loats on waist belt for easy positioning. Dees at front
and back. 1” neoprene leg straps. 5 nylon loops that hold up
to 15” of accessories. 2 nylon utility straps. With snap and
ring to keep tools close at hand.
Price: $208.95 Order #: 08-01040S, M, L

Cougar Padded Seat Harnesses
Suspension bridge has a striped white and dark orange Spectra ;iber
overlay for strength and abrasion resistance that surrounds a black
nylon tubular webbing core to provide for additional wear
inspection. The 4" wide batten seat is reinforced with an aluminum
bar covered in foam that provides extra support. Enhanced extra
wide back pad extends further forward on hips, giving you amazing
comfort and support. The extra wide 7" back is constructed from two
layers of memory foam that conform to the back, reduce pressure
points, wick away moisture and do not retain heat for cool,
comfortable performance. Not to be used for fall arrest.

100 M.P.H.
Joe Tyler, Artist

Price: $336.95 Order #: 08-01086S, M, L
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One Floating Dee, Extra Wide Back Harness

Price: $217.95
Order #: 08-01036S, M, L

One of our most comfortable saddle options. This saddle provides easy
maneuverability and back support. Features an extra wide 6" waist
back. The waist back is foam ;illed and lined with soft brown oil tanned
top grain steer hide leather to increase back support and comfort. Four
nylon utility straps (two with nickel plated snaps and two with nickel
plated 2" rings) help keep tools close at hand.
Features 2" nylon leg straps with slip-on pads
that provide extra comfort.

Two Floating Dees, Extra Wide Back
This saddle provides easy maneuverability and back support, and
is designed speci;ically for split-tail climbing. Features an extra
wide 6" waist back. The waist back is foam ;illed and lined with
soft brown oil tanned top grain steer hide leather to increase back
support and comfort. Four nylon utility straps (two with nickel
plated snaps and two with nickel plated 2" rings) help keep tools
close at hand. Features 2" nylon leg straps with slip-on pads that
provide extra comfort.
Price: $231.95
Order #: 08-01038 S, M, L

Cougar Padded Leg
Memory foam back pad and leg straps that reduce
pressure points, wick away moisture and don’t retain
heat. The back pad is an extra wide 7” for added comfort. Replaceable rope bridge. Quick connect leg strap
buckles. Fixed position side dee rings feature a two bar
design and offer easy access. Training/rescue loop on
the back. Roller on waist buckle for ease of use and
waist band wear reduction. A variety of loops, rings
and snaps for climber tools and accessories. This saddle has been tested to meet or exceed ANSI #A10.14
criteria. Weighs approx. 6.5 lbs (medium size).

Price: $298.95
Order #: 08-01085 S, M, or L

Artistic Arborist
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One Floating Dee, Extra Wide Back Harness
An extra wide 6" waist back provides cushioning and back
support. The waist back is foam ;illed and lined with soft oil
tanned top grain steer hide leather. Features a loop for holding
carabiners and two nylon utility straps with a chrome brass
200 snap and a 2" nickel plated ring to keep tools handy. Slipon, foam ;illed, leather lined pads give the 2" nylon leg straps
extra comfort. Not to be used for fall arrest.
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Seat for Sequoia SRT
Wide, comfortable seat for a comfortable working position
during suspension. Adjustable width to reduce bulk and facilitate movement within the tree. Connects to the two gated
rings on the SEQUOIA arborist seat harness.

Price: $210.95
Order #: 08-01032S, M, L

SEQUOIA
Tree care seat harness for doubled rope ascent techniques. The
SEQUOIA is a tree care seat harness for doubled rope ascent techniques. It is designed for the arborist's comfort. The SEQUOIA harness waistbelt is equipped with a FAST automatic buckle for quick
and simple opening and closing, without loss of adjustment, even
while wearing gloves. The extra-wide, semi-rigid waistbelt and leg
loops give excellent support. The attachment bridge is linked to
two gated rings, allowing its length to be adjusted and accessories
to be installed directly on the bridge. The harness also facilitates
carrying and organizing work tools, with multiple equipment loops
and retainers for attaching CARITOOL tool holders.

Special Order
Price: $119.95
Order #: C69SFA1

NEWTON Fall Arrest Harness: international version
Fall arrest harness. The newton fall arrest harness is comfortable for
work and easy to use. It offers ergonomic stowage of mgo connectors
and has fall indicators. It is certi;ied to north American, European and
Russian standards.

Price: $ 425.00
Order #: C69AFA1 Size 1
C69AFA2 Size 2 (Special Order)

Price: $179.95
Order # C37AAA1U Size 1
C37AAA2U Size 2 (Special Order)

SEQUOIA SRT
Tree care seat harness for single rope ascent techniques. The
SEQUOIA SRT is a tree care seat harness for ascents on a single
rope. It has a ventral attachment point and a rear buckle for
installing a CROLL ventral rope clamp with SECUR shoulder straps.
The SEQUOIA SRT is designed for the arborist's comfort. The extrawide, semi-rigid waistbelt and leg loops give excellent support. The
attachment bridge is linked to two gated rings, allowing its length
to be adjusted and accessories to be installed directly on the
bridge. The harness also facilitates carrying and organizing work
tools, with multiple equipment loops and retainers for attaching
CARITOOL tool holders.
Price: $445.00
Order #: C69BFA1 Size 1
C69BFA2 Size 2 (Special Order)

Artistic Arborist
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Treemotion Teufelberger Harness
The Treemotion is Teufelberger’s top climbing harness for all
arborists. It combines comfort, safety, functionality as well as
design and impresses with its quality.

Special Order
Price: $ 399.00
Order #: 35654
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Lightweight harness with an 8" wide rigid
back pad provides plenty of support. Combination of padded individual leg straps and a
;loating dee ring offers the climber superior
freedom of movement.

Price: $241.00
Order #:1349S, M, L

Classic Traverse Harness
Designed with forged medium dee rings, interlocking leg strap buckles and suspender connection
loops. 7″ Tuff Duck covered back support provides saddle rigidity. Multiple friction buckles for easy
adjustments and positive locking provides user an ideal center of gravity. Two rugged and versatile
handsaw snaps and heavy duty elastic extensions for leg pads or batten seat.
Price: $ 350.00 Order #: 1292S, M, L

Buckingham Harness Belt Only
Belt assembly can be paired with #1341 leg straps for a custom
sized saddle.
Price: $ 207.00
Order #: 1342 BOS, BOM, BOL

Wide Back Harness and Belt Only
One of our most comfortable saddles by Sierra Moreno.
Light weight, secure and sturdy. A favorite of experienced
climbers.
Price: $175.00
Order #: A-1253 BOL, BOM, BOS

Notch Sentential Harness
This saddle was designed as a hybrid of the Treemotion
and the Petzl Sequoia. Notch’s newest model has a wide
back, sliding ring on the rope bridge and padded leg
straps.
Price: $ 379.00
Order #: SNTL-1

Ultra Light Leg Assembly Only
This goes with the Sierra Moreno wide back belt above. Comes
in small (LAS), medium (LAM) and large sizes (LAL).

Price: $95.00
Order #: A-1253 LAS, LAM, LAL

Artistic Arborist
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Nylon Saddle Suspenders
Removable, adjustable 2" nylon suspenders help distribute
the weight of saws, scabbards and other accessories. Not intended for fall arrest. Features nickel plated snaps and black
plastic sliders for convenient attachment and adjustment.

Price: $ 21.95 Order #: 08-98121

Elastic Saddle Suspenders
Elastic webbing construction moves with you for added comfort. Not intended for fall arrest. Removable, adjustable 2"
elastic webbing suspenders offer extra give and help distribute
the weight of saws, scabbards and other saddle accessories.
Price: $ 34.95 Order #: 08-98122

CROLL L
The TOP CROLL L integrates a CROLL L ventral rope clamp
to transform the Sequoia SRT seat harnesses into rope
access harnesses. The foam shoulder straps are widely
spaced to reduce neck cha;ing. When the waistbelt is loaded, they help distribute the load over the shoulders.
Price: $ 169.95Order #: C081CA00

Artistic Arborist
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Can or Bottle Holder
Keeps can, water bottle or tape roll securely attached to
belt loop. Bright 1" ;luorescent blaze orange nylon webbing
secures around can or water bottle and through tape roll
with hook and loop closure. Nickel plated bolt snap for
attachment to a belt or other equipment.

Artistic Arborist
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Weaver Chainsaw Lanyards
Straps especially designed for chainsaws. Available in assorted sizes, colors and with rings or snaps.

Price: $ 6.95 Order #: 08-98200

Full Reach Chainsaw Lanyard
You will get full reach with both arms. Saw hangs higher on
your harness. Two ways of hanging & handling your saw.
Designed by climbers, for climbers! Stretches further than
any others at over 4.92ft while REECOILing back to a compact size of 1.64ft. Recommended for use with top handle
saws only. Non-Tearway.

Special Order
Price: $ 56.95 Order #: 39498

Buckingham Lanyard with Snap
A 1″ nylon strap with snap to girth hitch up to a 3″ belt.

Price: $ 7.00 Order #: 60003P

Artistic Arborist
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Order #

Length

Description

Price

08-98211
08-98213
08-98214
O8-98220
O8-98219
08-98225

12”
12”
42”
49”
49”
30-45

w/ snap (top left)
w/ ring (top right)
NO hooks or rings (middle left)
w/ 2 rings (middle right)
w/ ring & snap (bottom left)
1/2” bungee w/ring & snap (bottom right)

$7.95
$3.95
$4.95
$8.95
$11.95
$20.95
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Shembiner Chainsaw Hook
The Shembiner XL is a lightweight aluminum hook that
attaches to your harness which is wide enough for your
chainsaw handle to ;it inside the hook itself. A light
weight, aluminum milled carabiner for any tool that you
need to get out of your way minus the clumsy gate. Not
rated for life support. Made in the USA.
Price: $ 23.99 Order #: SHEM (Right)
Price: $ 35.99 Order #: SHEMXL (Left)

Artistic Arborist
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Weaver Tool Belt Loop
Conveniently attach small tools to a belt with these tool belt
loops. Sold with adjustable or ;ixed loops.
1” wide nylon, 7-7 1/2 “ length
Adjustable - Price: $ 10.95 Order #: 08-98240
Price: $ 9.95 Order #: 08-98241

Caritool
Increase your gear carrying options with the caritool. A great accessory for ice
and rock climbing, it allows quick access and organization of ice screws, pitons,
cams, etc. Will also allow for quick storage/holstering of ice tools. Compatible
with the specially-designed slots on most petzl harnesses and also attaches to
webbing waist belts of other harnesses.

Replacement Bridge
Replacement webbing bridge. This is the same style that comes
with the Cougar saddle.

Price: $8.95 Order #: P42
Price: $18.95 Order #: P42L

Price: $29.95 Order #: 08-098135

Attachment Bridge
Attachment bridges for connection to the two gated rings of
the SEQUOIA arborist seat harness, to improve lateral mobility.

SPIRIT Tool Clip
The SPIRIT quickdraw carabiner is the standard for sport climbing. The Hshape reduces the weight of the SPIRIT carabiner (39 g) in order to maximize
weight reduction on long sport routes. The straight gate version, equipped
with the Keylock system and a special nose shape, facilitates lipping and
unclipping the anchor. The bent gate version is equipped with STRING
webbing protection to hold the carabiner in position and to facilitate clipping
the rope.
Price: $10.95 Order #: M53 S

Transporter Tool Clip
The Transporter is a tool-carrier with a dual push-button
gate that keeps it locked when you want it locked, and
keeps it open when you want quick and easy access to
your gear. The wide base of the Transporter provides
rigid attachment to the belt of the harness, keeping the
Transporter upright and predictably in place.
Price: $ 65.00 Order #: C5 M

Artistic Arborist
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Price: $179.95 Order #: C69F 25 (25 cm)
C69F 30 (30 cm)
C69F 35 (35cm)

Ring Open
The RING OPEN gated ring is designed for semi-permanent connection of
equipment (lanyard on the harness, for example). Its round shape ensures
optimal functioning in all directions. It has a wide opening that allows
installation of ropes with sewn terminations.
Price: $19.95
Order #: P28

RING
The RING connection ring can be used to create multiple
anchors or be installed directly onto the SEQUOIA and
SEQUOIA SRT harnesses' attachment bridges to improve the
arborist's lateral mobility.
Price: $15.95 Order #: C04620 (Small)
Price: $15.95 Order #: C04630 (Large)
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Ropes and Accessories
Fire and rescue workers rely on lines for lifting heavy loads by helicopter or by block and tackle.
Static or low stretch line is their preference because of the instant reaction to lift activity (i.e. no
need to draw several feet of stretch before the load lifts). Rock
climbers, however, need to ascend above their anchor point. If
they fall using a static line it could be deadly because the line
does not stretch. Therefore, rock climbers need spongy lines to
arrest falls. Tree climbers, need a combination of both. Too stiff of
a line makes for dif;icult knot tying and minor slips could be bone
jarring. Too spongy a line costs climbers excess energy to remove
slack or to move around limbs. Therefore, arborist lines have
moderate bounce, thick abrasion resistance (polyester covers)
and soft knot tying characteristics. Now good manufacturers add
a waxing process to reduce friction between ;ibers that adds a barrier to keep out dirt and grit.
In the past decade, weave construction and braid tensions have improved. Artistic Arborist offers
the best climbing lines you can ;ind. Our blends use the highest grade ;ibers (polyesters and nylons) needed for tree climbing and rigging. Rope with a high percentage of polyester is usually
the most expensive. Our most popular ropes are manufactured by Samson and Pelican Rope that
can be purchased by the foot, in pre-bagged 120 ft lengths or 150 ft, or as 600 ft-long spools. We
also carry Yale Cordage Ropes with eye splices on one end for easy connection.

Types of Rope Construction
16-strand - The more strands a (braided) rope has, the rounder it tends to remain under load, making it easier to tie and
untie. Of all tree climbing lines, 16-strand is the roundest, having a ;irm internal core. A bene;it of 16-strand lines is that they
can be spliced (see ;igure to left) meaning that an eye can be
added to one end for split tail climbing technique.
12-strand - 12-strand lines are less expensive than 16-strand
lines and tend to square off with high loads. 12-strand lines are solid braids that have no separate core. Although there are ways to manufacture 12-strands for easy splicing, the slice often
results in a loose, limp product. Our 12-strand arborist lines are tightly woven, tough against
abrasion and our second best selling line for tree climbing.

Climbing Lines vs. Rigging and Static Lines
Climbing lines should not be used as lowering lines, come-along ropes or bull ropes. Climbing
lines are designed for maximum ;lexibility and handling qualities. They are not suitable for lowering operations. This is especially important if the rope has already been retired from climbing.
Rigging lines and bull ropes are designed for lowering and come-along operations. They do not

Artistic Arborist
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stretch and should not be used for climbing. Double-braid is the strongest rope, with the least
amount of stretch available for tree rigging. Double-braid rope is 2 ropes in one. The inner core
is protected by a tightly woven outer jacket, creating a strong, ;lexible line with low stretch
characteristics. In the ;inal stage of manufacturing, Artistic Arborist offers numerous types of
climbing and rigging lines with the best combination of strength, wear resistance and elongation. We also have a selection of sling lines, lanyards, and throw lines. We’ll help you in choosing
the right rope for your needs.

Climbing, Rigging and Accessory Lines
The ropes sold by Artistic Arborist are ISO 9001 certi;ied and meet or exceed ANSI standard
Z133.11-2000. If you have any questions call us at the number listed above.

Artistic Arborist
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Arborplex (white w/ green) 1/2”
Arbor-Plex™ combines polyester and polyole;in ;ibers in a "DuraTite" construction that tightens the braid to keep the rope round and ;irm for knot control and
keeps the strands snag resistant. The tough polyester jacket ;ibers surround the
polyole;in center ;ibers to maximize resistance to wear and ;iber fusing while
creating a lightweight high-strength rope. The outer polyester ;ibers use Parallay® ;iber orientation to prolong rope life and to minimize the sawing action of
;ibers over rough surfaces.
Price: $ 102.00 Order #: 346032001260 (120ft)
Price; $ 113.00 Order #: 346032001560 (150ft)
Price: $ 1.00/ft Order #: 346032006060-1 (per ft)
Price: $ 431.00 Order #: 346032006060 (600ft reel)

AVAILABLE BY THE
FOOT, BAG OR REEL

Arbormaster 16-Strand 1/2” Diameter
A premium quality 16-strand line offering a smooth surface for "footlock" and exceptional durability.
ArborMaster™ is soft and supple, yet very strong. It holds its shape which increases knot holding and
minimizes fatigue. Made from specially treated polyester with a stabilized nylon core.
AVAILABLE BY THE
FOOT, BAG OR REEL

BlueStreak
Price: $ 139.00 Order #: 348032801260 (120ft)
Price: $ 1.54 /ft Order #: 348032806030-1 (per ft)
Price: $ 652.00 Order #: 348032806030 (600ft reel)

Red/Black/White
Price: $ 139.00 Order #: 348032901260 (120ft)

Open 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Monday thru Friday

Artistic Arborist
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Vortex 24-Strand 1/2” diameter
This 24-strand cover line is a true 1/2" (12.7 mm) and is the lightest premium climbing line of its size available. Like its counterpart
Velocity (but a little larger for easy handling) - Vortex has excellent
knot-holding ability, works well with hardware, and is great for
footlocking. Compared to ropes of similar size, Vortex has 25–30%
lower elongation when used at the same load.
Special Order
Hot (Red/Orange) Price: $ 152.00 Order #: VORTHT-120-NS (120ft)
Cool (Blue Green) Price: $ 152.00 Order #: 352032601260 (120ft)

Artistic Arborist
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Arborist 16-Strand 1/2” Diameter by Pelican Rope
This high strength composite climbing rope features a tough 16 strand braided chemical resistant polyester cover over a non-rotational nylon parallel core. This construction results in a smooth running
rope ensuring fewer snags and minimal abrasion. Steam setting helps to eliminate cover over core slippage.
AVAILABLE BY THE
FOOT, BAG OR REEL

Red/White
Price: $ 110.00 Order #: 4A-1602-120H(120ft)
Price: $ 1.15 /ft Order #: 4A-1602-1FT (per ft)
Price: $ 525.00 Order #: 4AR-1602-06S (600ft reel)

True Blue 12-Strand 1/2” Diameter
This 12-strand premium climbing line has low stretch and high strength. It
stays ;irm, round, and ;lexible with use.
Price: $ 129.00 Order #: TRBL-120-NS (120 ft)

Orange/Black
Price: $ 120.00 Order #: 4A-1654-120H
Safety Blue Hi Vee 16-Strand 1/2” Diameter
The same performance qualities and construction as Braided
Safety Blue but with a high visibility orange-and-white cover
pattern. High-Vee (for High Visibility) stands out in the
workplace and can be designated as a critical life safety line.

AVAILABLE BY THE
FOOT, BAG OR REEL

Red/Yellow
Price: $ 146.00 4A-162Y-150H

Hi-Vee (Orange/White) Price: $ 138.00 Order #: 12x120HIVIZ (120ft)
Price: $ 1.30 /ft Order #: 12X600HIVIZ—1 (per ft)
Price: $ 590.00 Order #: 12X600HIVIZ (per 600ft reel)
Ultra Vee (Lime Green) Price: $ 174.00 Order #: 12X150UV (150ft)

Kernmantle Static 7/16” Diameter Rope for SRT

Yellow/ Black 7/16” 24-Strand

Pelican Rope’s static kernmantle features a tough, chemical resistant polyester cover over a non-rotational, parallel nylon core; making it ideal for rappelling and safety/rescue operations. Static kernmantle allows little stretch
while the nylon core provides energy absorption. Its ;irm braid is ;lexible
enough to be tied and passed over pulleys and sheaves with ease. Steam setting eliminates cover over core slippage. The core ;ibers provide and maintain
the tensile strength while the sheath protects the core from abrasion.

This double-ply braid features a tough chemical resistant
polyester cover over a strong nylon core. Pelican’s 24
strand braided cover is smooth running over sheaves and
climbing devices.

Price: $ 104.00 Order #: 4A-14Y-120H (120ft)

Price: $ 116.00 Order #: A2W-141-120H (120ft)

Artistic Arborist
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A unique 11mm, spliceable, double-braided rope construction boasting
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a smooth 24-strand braided cover of high-tenacity solution-dyed yarns
with ultimate visibility that runs well in mechanical devices

Safety Blue 16-Strand Braided 1/2” Diameter

Price: $ 140.95 Order #: BLZ-120-TS

Tight Eye XTC Fire 1/2” 16-Strand
Arborists and tree climbers from around the world seek XTC Fire Rope
for two primary reasons; performance and tenacity. XTC Fire smooth
jacket provides unique performance to friction hitches of all types while
the 100% polyester construction puts up with even the worst bark
bites. Find out why Yale XTC Fire Rope is the climber choice!

The 16-strand Braided Safety Blue is a 1/2" white, climbing rope
constructed using a twisted parallel blue nylon core yarn jacketed by a
16-strand braid of tightly plied polyester over polyole;in. The cover is
treated with a protective ;inish to minimize abrasion and maximize rope
life. The blue core yarns both ensure that the rope remains ;irm and
round, and acts as a warning if the cover is cut.

Price: $ 1.40/ft Order #: 3250-16FT

Price: $ 145.00 Order #: FIRE-120-TS

Safety Blue 3-Strand 1/2” Diameter

Tight Eye Poison Ivy 11.7mm Double Braided
Poison Ivy has a unique double braid construction that stays round
when pinched by camming mechanisms, yet it is unusually ;lexible and
knot friendly. This construction delivers one of the most static (nonelastic) characteristics available in spliceable arborist rope, ideal for
traditional climbers looking for limited “bounce” and especially attractive to SRT (single rope technique) climbers longing to abandon the
need for two lines when doubled rope tasks are on the day’s agenda.

Safety Blue 1/2" 3-strand is our least expensive climbing rope. It is white
and constructed of high tenacity polyester cover yarns securely wrapped
around a blue nylon core. The strands are ;irmly twisted to resist backturning, abrasion and bouncing, common in most 3-strand climbing
ropes. A protective ;inish is added to further minimizes abrasion and
maximize rope life.
Price: $ 1.00 /ft Order #: 7250-16FT

Price: $ 159.95 Order #: PCAL-120-TS

Tight Eye Tropical Ivy 11.7mm Double Braided
Tropical Ivy is perfect for those climbers that love Poison
Ivy, but wanted an ultra-high visibility rope.

Price: $ 159.95 Order #: TROP-120-TS

Artistic Arborist
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Basic Rope Bag
Help keep rope coiled, tangle free & protected.
Spiral wire that prevents the bag from collapsing when rope is being fed
into them.
12” diameter x 14” high
Holds 150 ft of 1/2” or 9/16” rope.
BLUE

Price: $28.00 Order #: 08-07151

Pelican Bull Double Braided Rigging Line
By combining a polyester cover over a nylon core, Pelican created a high force rope that offers
dependability and unsurpassed resistance to abrasion, sunlight and common chemicals. The Matador
Bull Rope’s provides 100% shock absorption properties similar to nylon but with a higher tensile
strength of either nylon or polyester alone. Urethane coating provides an additional UV protection and
increased abrasion resistance.

Deluxe Rope Bag
Perfect for storing lifeline ropes measuring 1/2” or 9/16” x 150’.
Handy quick-release buckles keep bag collapsed when not in use.
Top of bag features a zippered closure and a grommet for feeding
rope through. Features two outside pockets with convenient snap
closures for storage of carabiners and other accessories.
Measures 11” in diameter by 15 “ high.
Price: $37.00 Order #: 08-07156

AVAILABLE BY THE
FOOT, BAG OR REEL

Length
150ft
150ft
150ft
Per ft
Per 600 ft
150ft

Order #
4B-16C3-150H
4B-18C1-150H
4B-20C5-150H
4B-20C5-1FT
4BR-20C5-065
4B-24CY-150H

Dia.

Color

1/2” Green
9/16” Blue
5/8” Orange

3/4”

Yellow

Tensile Strength
10,000
12,200
16,000

25,000

Price
$138.00
$166.00
$200.00
$1.46
$625.00
$272.00

per ft
per 600’

Double Braid Dead Eye Slings
Pelican’s dead eye slings maintain maximal quality and adaptability
that arborists have come to anticipate from their ropes. This composite double braid dead eye sling is comprised of a polyester cover
over nylon core for higher tensile strength and better shock load
performance. Urethane coated for abrasion resistance. These slings
have a 6” eye on one end with optional chafe guard (as shown).

Bull Rope Deployment Bag
Ideal for storing a 5/8” x 200’ lowering line. Convenient drawstring
top closure for quick and easy access. A padded shoulder strap for
easy and comfortable carrying. Two roomy outside pockets for
handy storage of block and rope.

Nylon Loop Runners

Measures 15” in diameter by 18” high.

For medium duty tree work and climbing. Portable, strong, durable. Use for speed line choker, line redirection, mini false crotch
support system. ANSI standard for personal support. Assorted
colors.
(26”) Price: $ 5.75 Order #: AAS26
(30”) Price: $ 6.75 Order #: AAS30
(36”) Price: $ 7.80 Order #: AAS36
(48”) Price: $ 11.50 Order #: AAS48

Price: $45.00 Order #: 08-07161

Artistic Arborist

5/8” by 12 ft (Orange) Price: $ 43.00 Order #: ADE-20C5-12E
3/4” by 12 ft (Yellow) Price: $ 39.00 Order #: ADE-24CY-12E
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Split Tail 1/2” Diameter
Pelican’s split tails provide the highest quality and
versatility that arborists have come to expect from
their ropes. The 16 strand double ply braid has a
polyester cover with a non-rotational nylon core.
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Price: $ 21.25 Order #: AST-1601-5E

Whoopie Adjustable Rope Sling

Price: $ 230.00 Order #: F-3812

The sling has a permanent eye splice at one end, and an
adjustable eye at the other end that allows it to adapt to loads
of various sizes. Used to mount rigging hardware against the
tree. Braided of a non-torquing polyester rope with
Samthane urethane coating which provides increased
durability. Each sling has a permanent rating tag attached.

CMI Block 3/4”
Steel side plates, 4
inch aluminum sheave, bronze bushing, and stainless steel axle.
3/4 inch rope capacity.

Order #

Color

Description

Price

689032800462
689040400562
689048600662

Blue
Red
Orange

1/2” diam. X 4’ length
5/8” diam. X 5’ length
3/4” diam. X 6’ length

$55.00
$84.00
$88.00

40,000 pound minimum breaking strength.

Price: $ 265.50 Order #: RP131

Port-A-Wrap
The Port-a-wrap is a lightweight and compact rope friction device
designed for lowering heavy wood in a controlled manner while
making attachment of rigging line easier. Secure rope retention
bar. Strong/durable construction.

CMI Block 5/8”
Stainless steel side plates, 3 inch aluminum sheave, bronze bushing, and stainless steel axle. 5/8” rope capacity. 28,000 pound
minimum breaking strength.

Price: $ 125.00 Order #: POWMSS
(Max rope size = 9/16”, working load limit = 2,000 lbs)
Price: $ 141.95 Order #: POWLSS
(Max rope size = 3/4”, working load limit = 2,000 lbs)

Mini Port-A-Wrap

CMI Pulley

The Port-a-wrap is a lightweight and compact rope friction
device designed for lowering heavy wood in a controlled
manner while making attachment of rigging line easier.
Secure rope retention bar. Strong/durable construction.
Black powder coated ;inish.
Price: $ 130.00 Order #: 601M
(Max rope size = 1/2”, Working load limit = 1,000 lbs. )

Artistic Arborist

Price: $ 167.00 Order #: RP130
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Stainless steel side plates, 4 inch aluminum sheave, bronze bushing,
and stainless steel axle. 5/8” rope capacity. 16,000 pound minimum
breaking strength.

Price: $ 84.00 Order #: RP107
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VULCAN
VULCAN is a high-strength steel carabiner designed for use
in dif;icult environments. The large-capacity asymmetrical
shape is ideal for setting multiple anchors. The VULCAN
carabiner is available in two locking systems: automatic
TRIACT-LOCK system.

Dynaglide 2mm Throwline
Sold per foot. Pure Dyneema® throwline is a coated throwline that, due to its neon colors, is easily visible in trees . It
is very high strength and low stretch

Price: $ 44.95 Order #: M73TLA

Price: $ 0.20 Order #: 1525-02-02400 (per ft)

“Zing It” Throwline by Samson

Spyder
Steel carabiner for rigging. Comes with an optional bar
insert for ;ixed eye that prevents cross loading on gate.
Price: $ 35.95 Order #: 85342

The highest strength, lightest weight, lowest stretch, and longest
wear life available. The Samthane coating adds to the twine's wear
life, ensures its knot-holding capability, and gives it a distinctive
yellow color. We carry the 1.75 mm diameter line that has an average
strength of 500 lbs. Sold in 180’ lengths.

Price: $ 31.95 Order #: Z175Y-180 per 180ft

Weaver Cordura® Throw Weights
Aerodynamic design helps increase the range of the
throw. The moving action of the #8 shot ;ill helps prevent
weights from hanging up in tree branches. Available in
12 oz., 14 oz or 16 oz. It’s a good idea to have one on
each end of your throw line.

Price: $10.50 each
Order #: 08-98318BO 12 oz (Orange)
08-98319RD 14 oz (Red)
08-98320 NG 16 oz (Green)

Bullet Throw Weights
Featuring a sleek aerodynamic design, these throw weights
feature contrasting colors that are easy to see. A bottom
loop for an accessory carabiner offers easy rope attachment.
Price: $15.95
Order #: 08-98322 BK/NG 8 oz (Black/Green)
08-98323BK/YE 10 oz (Black/Yellow)

Artistic Arborist
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Throw Weight and Line Kit
Convenient, aerodynamic throw weight and lightweight polyethylene
line kit helps position ropes perfectly. Kit includes the throw weights
described above and a lightweight 150' 1/8" polyethylene line. Lightweight line is great for positioning heavier ropes. Available with 12 oz
or 16 oz Throw Weights.
Price: $ 22.95

Artistic Arborist

Buckingham Friction Saver
Insert in tree crotch rather than placing rope there. Saves
the tree and the rope. Work great in palm fronds too!
Price: $ 68.00 Order #: ARFS 24
Price: $ 72.00 Order #: ARFS 36
Price: $ 76.00 Order #: ARFS 48
Price: $ 78.00 Order #: 57-60

Order #: 08-98327NG 12 oz (Green)
08-98329BO 16oz (Orange)

Leather Cambium Saver
Leather rope and cambium saver is a dependable and easy way
to protect your climbing rope and tree bark from damage .

Price: $ 29.95 Order #: 08-98400

Basic Throwline Bags in 3 Sizes
Conveniently store and protect throw lines and weights. Features piping around the bottom to help it
stand up and maintain its shape and has an exterior handle for comfortable carrying. Convenient drawstring top closures for quick and easy access. Feature interior nickel plated rings to tie ropes to and
exterior nickel plated rings for easy attachment to a work belt, saddle or rope.

Order #

Color

Description

Price

08-07140
08-07142
08-07141

Red
Blue
Orange

Small (4” diam. X 6” height) holds 150’
Medium (7” diam. X 9” height) holds 200’
Large (8” diam. X 12” height) holds 250’

$11.95
$15.95
$20.95

Fimblesaver by Teufelberger
The ;imblSAVER features several technological novelties and is one
of the smoothest friction savers on the market. The two stainless
steel thimbles of the ;imblSAVER ensure that the climbing rope will
run smoothly during work in the canopy. The 10 cm long and tapering longitudinal seam makes pulling the cambium saver off easy. The
17 mm wide support surface is essential in protecting the bark. It is
very easy to install from the ground.
4’ Adjustable - Price: $ 105.99 Order #: FIMB-4
6.5’ Adjustable - Price: $ 115.99 Order #: FIMB-6

Throwline Folding Cube
Organize and store throw lines and weights with this roomy cube
that folds down to a compact triangle. This durably constructed
cube offers plenty of storage with two interior pockets. Great for
both aerial and ground people. End of throw line secures with a
hook and loop strap and dee ring. Cube measures 16" and collapses to a small triangle that is secured with a hook and loop
strap.
Price: $ 26.95 Order #: 08-07190

Artistic Arborist
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Climbing Equipment and Accessories
Tree & Pole Climbers, Pads & Straps, Gaffs

Quik-Splice by Samson
In this fast splicing, 12-strand single braid construction,
high-strength Ultra Blue ;iber creates a rope that is 30-35%
higher in strength than the equivalent polypropylene construction, giving Quik-Splice up to three times more wear
life than polypropylene.
Price: $ 0.40 per foot Order #: 335020806020

Black Braided Pole Pruner Cord
A ;irm, polyester, double braided rope with high strength,
low stretch, and excellent resistance to wear. Stable Braid
Black is made of solution-dyed ;iber.
Price: $ 0.95 per foot Order #: 480090203030-1
Price: $ 192.00 Order #: 480090203030

Artistic Arborist
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What is the difference between a tree and a pole climber? It’s based on the length of the gaff
(or hook) that is inserted into the wood. Pole climbers, designed for climbing telephone
poles and palm trees have a shorter gaff than tree climbers. Artistic Arborist carries the
largest assortment of tree and pole climbers and their replacement parts.

Fliplines
Fliplines are used in combination with climbing saddles and pole climbers. They are
snapped into the saddle and wrap around the pole so that the person climbing up the pole
is safely secured. You ;lip the line up as you climb up the pole. Wire-core ;liplines are designed to withstand accidental encounters with chain saws… to keep you hanging instead of
falling! Non-wire ;liplines are lighter and make a good secondary tie-in when you are using
handsaws. They come in various lengths with ;ixed or swivel snaps.

Carabiners, Snaps, Ascenders, Pulleys, etc.
Our inventory has the largest and most complete assortment of carabiners and snaps, lanyards, rings, pulleys and ascenders available in the Valley for all of your climbing and safety
needs!
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GECKO Climbers

Buckingham Climbers
Lightweight aluminum climbers with comfortable padded ;iberglass cuffs and Velcro® straps. Pole Gaffs 1-7/8" long, 4.3
pounds. Tree Gaffs 2-7/8" long, 4.3 pounds.

Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 448.99 Order #: 40929
Pole Gaffs (shown)—Price: $ 448.99 Order #: 30224P

Steel climber shanks with long gaffs for tree climbing and
short gaffs for pole and palm tree climbing. Does include
lower straps (not pictured).
Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 235.00 Order #: SB94089A
Pole Gaffs (shown)—Price: $ 235.00 Order #: SB95089A

Aluminum Climbers
Made by Climb Right. Available with short or long spikes/gaffs.

Baslin Climbers
Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 207.00 Order #: 91220
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 207.00 Order #: 91260

The light, aluminum alloy climber has an offset shape with a
replaceable steel gaff. Bottom strap included.

We carry a full assortment of extra/replacement parts for the brands of climbers that we sell.
Tree Gaffs (shown)—Price: $ 370.00 Order #: BD14T-1N
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 364.00 Order #: BD14-1N

Examples: gaff screws, gaff pins, sleeve screws, sleeves etc.
Call the store for pricing and availability.

GECKO Replacement Gaffs
Available in pole/short (pictured to right) or tree/long
lengths.

Klein Climbers

Tree Gaffs— Price: $ 108.95 Order #: 30297T
Pole Gaffs— Price: $ 108.95 Order #: 30297P

Climber Shanks with Gaffs
Steel climber shanks with long gaffs for tree climbing and
short gaffs for pole and palm tree climbing. Does not include pads and straps.

Climb Right Replacement Gaffs
Available in pole/short (pictured to right) or tree/long
lengths.

Tree Gaffs (left)—Price: $ 242.00 Order #: 1907AR
Pole Gaffs (right)—Price: $ 230.00Order #: 1972AR

Artistic Arborist
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Price: $ 79.00 Order #: 90042
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Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 74.19 Order #: SB94089A
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 81.19 Order #: SB95089A
Buckingham Foot Plate
Tree

Pole

Fits most climbers. Metal construction for extra foot
support. Rubber bottom to prevent sliding on stone or ice.
Price: $ 117.00 Order #: 35033

Klein Replacement Gaffs
Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 85.95 Order #: 07
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 85.95 Order #: 72
Climber Gaff Guard - Leather
Guard your sharpened gaffs and yourself with these leather
gaff guards.

Tree

Price: $ 22.95 Order #: 08-97100-1

Pole

Pin

Buckingham Replacement Gaffs

Dowel

Screw
Climber Straps by Weaver

Pin Style
Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 82.00 Order #: 9306
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 81.00 Order #: 9206

Choose from nylon* or leather, top and bottom straps, 26” long.
*High pull granite coated webbing. Extremely durable!

Dowel Style
Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 72.00 Order #: NB9306
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 71.00 Order #: NB9206A

Ankle Straps—

(Leather) Price: $ 17.95 Order #: 08-97050
(Coated Webbing) Price: $ 17.95 Order #: 08-98050

Tree
Screw Style
Tree Gaffs—Price: $ 85.00 Order #: TB9306
Pole Gaffs—Price: $ 81.00 Order #: TB9206

Upper Straps— (Leather) Price: $ 22.95 Order #: 08-97001
(Coated Webbing) Price: $ 22.95 Order #: 08-98001

Pole

Artistic Arborist
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Climber Bottom Strap Assembly for Permanent Ring Gaffs
Bottom assembly for Bashlin climbers. Assembly required for
attatchment to gaffs/spikes.

Weaver L Shaped Pads
Soft 1” thick foam liner is layered between an outer layer of top grain steer
hide and an inner layer of soft brown oil tanned top grain hide to provide
extra comfort and protection

Price: $ 32.00 Order #: 87N

Price: $ 38.95 Order #: 08-97158

Climber Straps by Klein Tools
Durable neoprene-impregnated nylon strap is chemical/
abrasion resistant and non-conductive. Tongue buckle has
roller for easy adjustment.

Buckingham Climber Pads
“L” type pads with loops

Upper Straps—Price: $ 28.95 Order #: 5301-19
Ankle Straps—Price: $ 40.95 Order #: 5301-20

Price: $ 51.00 Order #: 3122

Buckingham Cushioned Velcro Wrap Pads
Buckingham 4” wide Velcro climber pads. Compatible with all but Brooks and Wolf Claw climbers.
Available with or without angle metal inserts and with or without cinch.

Weaver Climber Pads
Slotted design with tunnel for climber stem.
Price: $ 48.95 Order #: 08-97159

Weaver Climber Pads
“T” shaped felt-lined pads. 1/2” thick felt.

Order #

Description

Price

3500
3502

without cinch or insert (above left)
insert, no cinch (above middle)

$138.00
$175.00

Artistic Arborist
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Double Strap Pads.
Extra large design distributes pressure more evenly for
added comfort.

Wire-core and Non-wire options

Yale Wire-core Flipline
A 5/8”, 12-strand polyester and polypropylene braided cover
manufactured over a 1/4” galvanized steel, aircraft cable, with
snap at one end. A must for safety.

Price: $ 51.95 Order #: 08-97157

Weaver Shin Cup Metal Reinforced Pads

Available with swivel snap or ;ixed snap.

Price: $ 54.95
Item #:

Brand Compatibility

08-97160

Buckingham & Bashlin

08-97161

Climb Right

08-97162

Klein

Swivel Snaps (Shown) —

(10 ft.) Price: $ 107.50 Order #: 94340-10SS
(12 ft.) Price: $ 109.50 Order #: 94340-12SS
(15 ft.) Price: $ 115.50 Order #: 94340-15SS

Fixed Snaps—

(10 ft.) Price: $ 91.50 Order #: 94340-10
(12 ft.) Price: $ 93.50 Order #: 94340-12
(15 ft.) Price: $ 99.50 Order #: 94340-15

Weaver Velcro Cinch Metal Reinforced Pads
Price: $ 147.95
Item #:

Wire-core liplines are encouraged when using chainsaws. Non-wire liplines
are ine for hand pruning work or as a secondary tie-in.

Brand Compatibility

08-97145

Climb Right

08-97146

Klein

Spyder/Climb Right Wire-core Flipline

08-97155

Buckingham & Bashlin

5/8”, 16-strand polyester and polypropylene braided cover
manufactured over a 1/4” galvanized steel, aircraft cable core, with
snap at one end. Come in lengths of 8 ft –15 ft.
Available with swivel snap or ;ixed snap.

Velcro Padded Leg Protector

Swivel Snaps (Shown) —

(8 ft.) Price: $ 71.00 Order#: 75003
(10 ft.) Price: $ 75.00 Order #: 75001
(12 ft.) Price: $ 79.00 Order #: 75005
(15 ft.) Price: $ 85.00 Order #: 75016

Fixed Snaps—

(8 ft.) Price: $ 61.00 Order #: 75103
(10 ft.) Price: $ 65.00 Order #: 75101
(12 ft.) Price: $ 69.00 Order #: 75106
(15 ft.) Price: $ 75.00 Order #: 75105

Attaches directly to the leg and ;its underneath a standard
climber pad.
Price: $ 46.00 Order #: 3119

Artistic Arborist
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TreeSqueeze by Buckingham
Used for fall restraint and work positioning. This innovative work
positioning lanyard allows for a secured ascent up the tree giving
you all the safety and con;idence you need when out in the ;ield.
TreeSqueeze™ integrates a choking lanyard system that keeps you
from falling down the tree in the event of a Gaff out. Meets ANSI
Z133 by keeping you secure while climbing on spurs. Made from
the same high strength 7/16” Uniline used on our popular Buck
RigidLine but we doubled the rope for extra rigidity, cut resistance
and surface area. The double rope speci;ically protects against cuts
from handsaws and provides the user with a smoother ascent.
Aluminum ring Prusik provides users with quick and easy adjustment for different diameter trees. Ring Prusik also provides a secure tie-in point when a natural tie in point doesn’t exist. Prusik is
key for easy descent, self-rescue and even doubles as a friction
saver. Retrieval of the TreeSqueeze™ from the ground uses the
same retrieving method our popular friction savers use.
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Spyder/Climb Right Non-wire Flipline
A 1/2” diameter, 16-strand rope lanyard. Perfect for a secondary
tie-in.
(8 ft.) Price: $ 46.00 Order #: 75721
(10 ft.) Price: $ 49.00 Order #: 75722
(12 ft.) Price: $ 52.00 Order #: 75723
(15 ft.) Price: $ 55.00 Order #: 75724

12’ Adjustable - Price: $ 214.75 Order #: 1795120
10’ Adjustable - Price: $ 210.75 Order #: 1795110
8’Adjustable - Price: $ 206.75 Order #: 1795100

ZILLON

Buckingham Lanyards

The ZILLON work positioning lanyard for tree care adjusts easily with only one hand,
even when loaded. It is designed for use in double mode on the harness side attachment points, or in single mode on the ventral attachment point with the hand on the
free end. Yellow color for excellent visibility.

A rope lanyard with snaps at each end. Available in 4 and 6 ft. nonadjustable or 6 ft. adjustable lengths.

Price: $209.95 Order #: L22A 025 (2.5 m)
Price: $214.95 Order #: L22A 040 (4 m)
Price: $220.00 Order #: L22A 055 (5.5 m)

4 ft. - Price: $ 62.00 Order #: 7VV214
6 ft. - Price: $ 64.00 Order #: 7VV216
6 ft. adjustable - Price: $ 82.00 Order #: 7VV22 (shown left)

Buckingham Web Lanyard
Adjustable length locking rope snap hooks on both ends
Model Length 6 ft 1” wide web.

Price: $ 60.00 Order #: 7VV126

MICROGRAB
Replacement cam-loaded rope clamp for MICROFLIP. Replacement
rope clamp for MICROFLIP, featuring an ergonomic cam and integrated cam spring.

Price: $74.95 Order #: B53A (Special Order)
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OK Carabiner
The lightweight OK carabiner is made of aluminum. It has an oval shape that
allows optimal loading of devices with a wide section, such as pulleys, rope
clamps and mobile fall arresters. Its fluid interior design and Keylock system
facilitate handling. It is available in three locking systems: automatic TRIACTLOCK or BALL-LOCK system, or the manual SCREW-LOCK system.
Price: $18.95 Order #: M33ATL

Am’D Carabiners
The Am’D lightweight asymmetric carabiner is made of
aluminum. It has a D shape particularly suited for connection
to diverse equipment such as descenders or positioning
lanyards. Its fluid interior design and Keylock system
facilitate handling. The Am’D carabiner is available in three
locking systems: automatic TRIACT-LOCK or BALL-LOCK
system.
Price: $20.95 Order #: M34A TL (Triact-Lock)
M34A BL (Ball Lock)

WILLIAM Carabiners
The lightweight WILLIAM large-capacity asymmetric carabiner is made of aluminum. It has a pear shape that is practical for easily connecting multiple items. Its fluid interior
design and Keylock system facilitate handling. The WILLIAM
carabiner is available in three locking systems: automatic
TRIACT-LOCK or BALL-LOCK system.
Price: $21.95 Order #: M36A TL (Triact-Lock)
M36A BL (Ball Lock)
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ISC Carabiner
Triple locking gate, D-shaped, aluminum climbing
carabiner .

Swivel Carabiner
Carabiner with attached swivel; made by Rock Exotica.

Price: $ 21.00 Order #: 85209

Price: $ 35.00 Order #: 31899

US Rigging Carabiner
Triple locking gate, D-shaped, aluminum climbing
carabiner .

Steel carabiners can be found in the Rigging section on page 31.

Price: $ 14.59 Order #: USR107A3TU

GO
When closed with a wrench, this steel quick link
becomes a semi-permanent anchor ring.

US Rigging Carabiner
Triple locking gate, D-shaped, aluminum climbing carabiner .

Price: $6.95 Order #: P15
Price: $ 9.95 Order #: P15 B

Price: $ 13.59 Order #: USR128A3TU

DEMI ROND
When closed with a wrench, this aluminum quick link is used to
close harnesses that have two attachment points that must be
joined with a connector.

Rock Exotica Wire-Eye Carabiners
Attached wire gate helps guide attachments to prevent
cross loading.
Price: $ 25.00 Order #: C1 WEA
Price: $ 25.00 Order #: C3 WEA

Price: $26.95 Order #: P18

DELTA
Rock Exotica Fixed Eye Carabiner

When closed with a wrench, this steel quick
link becomes a semi-permanent anchor ring.

The eye on this carabiner is semi-;ixed with a bar that screws in and
out.
Price: $ 28.00 Order #: C3 LPA

Price: $11.95 Order #: P11 (10 mm diameter)
Price: $6.95 Order #: P11-8 (8 mm diameter)
Price: $10.95 Order #: P11 8B (8 mm diameter with gate)
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Twisted Shackles
Used for attaching climbing ropes and ;liplines. Also works well with
ascender/rope grabs.
Available in 5/16” and 3/8” sizes.

5/16” - Price: $ 10.99 Order #: K-16-10
3/8” Price: $ 15.99 Order #: K-16-12

ROLLCLIP A
ROLLCLIP A is a pulley-carabiner with a gate opening on the
pulley side that facilitates installation of the rope when the
pulley is fixed to the anchor. It is available without a locking
system.

Aluminum Snap
Price: $ 39.95 Order #: P74

Lightweight , double-locking snap.

Price: $ 15.50 Order #: 50AB

MICRO TRAXION
MICRO TRAXION is an ultra-compact, extremely light progress capture pulley that is exceptionally efficient. The cam can be locked in
open position so the device can be used as a simple pulley.

Double Locking Fixed Snap
Classic double-locking snap.

Special Order Price: $ 124.95 Order #: P53

Price: $ 9.50 Order #: 01-CFE (Small)
Price: $ 11.95 Order #: 01-CF07 (Large)

MINI
The MINI compact pulley offers a lightweight solution for
setting up progress capture systems.

Swivel Snap
Double –locking snap with a swivel.

Special Order Price: $49.95 Order #: P59A

Price: $ 22.00 Order #: 02-CS07

Thimbles for Rope

CMI Micro Rescue Pulley
Rescue model. Purple Anodized Aluminum sideplates, 1
1/4" Aluminum sheave, Bushing, and Stainless Steel axle.

Reduce wear on rope by distributing load from snaps.
Price: $0.70 Order #: 350410 for 1/2” rope
Price: $2.95 Order #: 350411 for 5/8” rope
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CMI Double Connect Micro Pulley

PB::9hD/Se;i9:D (XF>M.)

Ideal for Arborist rigging where two independent tie-ins
are required. Purple anodized aluminum sideplates, 1 1/4"
aluminum sheave, bushing, and aluminum axle.

Rapid Triple Attachment Pulley

Price: $ 52.50 Order #: RP141

Three attachment points give the Triple Attachment Pulley
a wide variety of connection options. A hot forged, rope
friendly body is kind on textile equipment, while fairlead
;lares maintain ef;icient movement.

Price: $ 72.95 Order #: PUL100RAPIDE

MINDER
MINDER is a high-strength pulley designed for rescue professionals
to set up progress capture systems.

DMM Triple Attachment Pulley

Price: $64.95 Order #: P60A

3 attachment points give the Triple Attachment Pulley a
wide variety of connection options. A hot forged, rope
friendly body is kind on textile equipment, while fairlead
;lares maintain ef;icient movement.

Price: $ 59.95 Order #: PUL100BLT

MOBILE
Compact and extremely lightweight, the MOBILE pulley is
designed for a variety of uses.

Price: $24.95 Order #: P03A

TANDEM®
Double pulley designed for Tyrolean traverses on a rope, the
TANDEM has aluminum sheaves mounted on self-lubricating
bushings for ef;iciency. It accepts up to three carabiners to
facilitate maneuvers.
Special Order
Price: $69.95 Order #: P21

CMI Fixed Micro Pulley
Continuous sideplate allows multiple rigging options-parallel to the rope with a single oval carabiner, or perpendicular through the rigging holes. Anodized aluminum
sideplates, 1 1/4" aluminum sheave, bushing, and stainless
steel axle.
Price: $ 59.95 Order #: PUL100BLT
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MICRO SWIVEL
The compact, openable MICRO SWIVEL is designed for attachment to a
locking carabiner. It helps prevent twisting of lanyards and allows correct
positioning of devices. Its design without bearings allows it to turn freely
when not loaded and to stop moving when loaded in order to maintain the
devices in position.
Price: $ 49.95 Order: P58 XSO

BlueWater Prusik
31” prusik eye and eye, 8mm diameter.

Price: $ 23.95 Order #: 756860

SWIVEL OPEN
The SWIVEL OPEN gated swivel features a wide opening and thus can be
attached to a range of products (pulleys, lanyards...). It reduces the bulk and
weight of component systems and solves the twisting and tangling problems
of ropes and lanyards. Sealed ball bearings offer excellent performance and
reliability.
Price: $84.95 Order #: P58 SO

Blue Tenex Prusik
30" prusik eye and eye made from 3/8" (10 mm) Tenex.

Rock Exotica Nano Swivel
The Nano is one of the lightest load rated swivels available, and features a thrust bearing to provide a compact form factor. The connection eye uses an integrated rubber o-ring that holds the Nano snugly
in place on most carabiners.

Price: $ 30.00 Order #: S190190-05

Price: $ 68.00 Order #: S11

Beeline Prusik
30" eye and eye 5/16" (8 mm) Beeline prusik. Vectran core
with Technora and Polyester cover.

Rock Exotica Rotator Triangular Swivel
The triangular loop is large enough to hold several carabiners
while still aligning perfectly with only one connector.

Price: $ 39.00 Order #: S190190-16
Price: $ 56.95 Order #: S1

Rock Exotica Rotator Round Swivel

Black Beeline Prusik

The round shape allows more mobility for the carabiners but operates the same way as the Rotator Triangular.

32” eye and eye with 10mm diameter.

Price: $ 39.00 Order #: 34156
Price: $ 60.00 Order #: S2
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ASCENSION

•

•

Gibbs Ascender

Rope clamps are
primarily used for
progression on
ropes and for
creating haul
systems.
They are commonly
used on Primary or
Secondary tie-ins
and Wire or
Non-wire Fliplines.

For 5/8”-3/4” rope or ;lipline.

Price: $71.95 Order #: 4SB

Handled rope clamp for rope ascents The ASCENSION handled
ascender is designed for rope ascents and features an over
molded grip and ergonomic upper part for a comfortable and
powerful grip when pulling with one or two hands. The ASCENSION handled rope clamp has a wide lower hole for easily
attaching two carabiners for a lanyard and footloop.
Price: $84.95 Order #: B17ALA (Left Hand)
Price: $84.95 Order #: B17ARA (Right Hand)

Climb Right Ascender
For 1/2”-5/8” rope or ;lipline.

PANTIN ®

Price: $ 53.00 Order #: 85528

Lock Sold Separately
Price: $4.95
Order #: B02210 (Left)
B02200 (Right)

The PANTIN foot ascender is used with the CROLL, ASCENSION or
ASCENTREE rope clamps to make rope ascents faster and less tiring.
It is available in right- and left-foot versions.
Price: $79.95 Order #: B02CRA (Right Foot)
Price: $79.95 Order #: B02CLA (Left Foot)

U.S. Rigging Ascender
For 7/16”to 5/8” rope or ;lipline.

Price: $ 35.49 Order #: USRMRG200

RESCUCENDER

FOOTAPE

Openable cam-loaded rope clamp designed for use in haul systems as
a tractor or progress capture device.

The adjustable FOOTAPE foot loop is used with an ASCENSION or BASIC
rope clamp for rope ascents. A height adjustable elastic keeps the foot in
the loop, regardless of shoe type.

Price: $89.95 Order #: B50A
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ASCENTREE
Double handled rope clamp for tree care Handled rope clamp
designed for doubled rope ascents, the ASCENTREE has
ergonomic handles allowing a comfortable and powerful grip
when pulling. Catch/cam unit is totally integrated to prevent
any involuntary snagging.

I’D L
The I’D L self-braking descender is primarily designed for technical
rescue. It has a multi-function handle that allows control of the descent speed, positioning at a work station without the need to tie off
the device, and ;luid movement along inclined or horizontal terrain.
The integrated anti-panic function and anti-error catch limit the risk
of an accident due to user error. Its rugged construction makes it
particularly suited for hauling and lowering heavy loads.

Special Order
Price: $214.95 Order #: B19AAA

HAAS Ascension System
Double tube system allows 30" of in-line bungee to be contained within the unit for
over 30" of elongation. Versatile ascent system has zero set up and can be used by
multiple users without adjustment. Snap is tied just above the ascender, extracting
out up to 30" to eliminate any set up as well as any "dead spots" in the return action.
Designed to maximize friction reduction with a bungee that terminates at the top of
the Velox, travels down the channel to the bottom where it wraps around a shiv
with stainless steel sealed bearings inside a machined aluminum block.
Price: $ 193.99 Order #: 08-98110

Rope Wrench for SRT

Special Order Price: $ 269.95 Order #: D200L0

ZIGZAG®
The ZIGZAG mechanical Prusik allows the user to move around
ef;iciently in a tree using classic Prusik pulley system technique.
The linked rings provide precision and ;luidity when moving
around. The pulley is mounted on sealed ball bearings to allow the
slack to be taken up easily. The steel construction offers great
durability.

For use in the Single Rope Technique (SRT). Comes with
Rope Rod.

Price: $ 279.95 Order #: D22A

U.S. Rigging Figure Eight Descender w/ Ears
A device to assist with descending. The Steel option can also be used in rigging applications.
Price: $ 154.99 Order #: 34030

Price: $ 22.00 Order #: 840AU (Aluminum)
Price: $ 39.00 Order #: 850S (Steel)

Chest Box
Commonly used with the Rope Wrench and HAAS for SRT
(Single Rope Technique).

Price: $ 16.99 Order #: 08-98106
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Climb Right Figure Eight Descender w/ Ears
For descending.

Weaver Canvas Gear Bag
Price: $ 27.00 Order #: 85280

With a roomy, doctor-style design, these bags feature a
hard plastic bottom to help protect contents from mud and
water. Main compartment measures 23" W x 19" H x 11" D.
Feature two 18" W x 12" H x 4" D side pockets with hook
and loop closures.
Price: $ 79.95 Order #: 08-07000

Climb Right Classic Figure 8
For descending.
Price: $ 12.95 Order #: 85281

Weaver Polyester Gear Bag
Durably-constructed bag stands up on its own, yet is ;lexible enough to collapse for convenient storage. Main compartment measures 23" W x 19" H x 11" D. Feature two 18"
W x 12" H x 4" D side pockets with hook and loop closures.

Price: $ 91.95 Order #: 08-07001

Weaver Gear Backpack
This large, versatile bag allows you to comfortably carry all
necessary equipment. Measures 15" in diameter x 29" high.

Price: $ 54.95 Order #: 08-07185-BL
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Safety Gear
Gloves

All 3 of the books shown below are also available in Spanish.

The Tree Climber’s Companion (2nd edition)
by Jeff Jepson
Equipment, knots and methods of tree climbing. An invaluable
reference guide for climbers.
Price: $ 14.00 Order #: 60002
Price: $ 14.00 Order #: 60002-S (Spanish)

Arborists’ Certijication Study Guide
2010 3rd Ed.
Everything you need to know about getting certi;ied as an arborist
by the International Society of Arboriculture

Many people do not realize how important a good ;it in gloves is for protecting your hands.
It is vital to get a precise ;it. If your gloves are too large you risk getting blisters and have
trouble handling your equipment. If the gloves are too small you’ll develop excess strain
and lose ef;iciency. We carry all glove sizes to cover the smallest to the largest hands. We
also carry the ;inest quality gloves, split grain and top grain cowhide for long life and protection against splinters and thorns. We also have gloves for handling chemicals and working soil.

Safety Gear
Besides gloves we carry eye protection-sunglasses, safety goggles, screen shields and insect
netting. We also have hardhats and accessories for them, along with safety vests, visors, ear
plugs, etc. Browse through our catalog. Also, check road safety items (Signs, tape, etc.).

SAFETY FIRST!

Price: $124.95 Order #: P1537
Price: $ 124.95 Order #: P1541

Tree Climber’s Guide, 3rd Edition
by S. J. Lilly
Basic text for tree climbers. 200 color illustrations
Chapters include: Tree health & science, safety, ropes & knots,
climbing, pruning, rigging, removal and cabling.

100 M.P.H.
Joe Tyler, Artist

Price: $ 64.95 Order #: P1230

More books on page 106.
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Atlas Fit & Grip
Great for landscaping, gardening, working with tools and general
purpose. Excellent ;it & grip, longwearing, superior durability.
Sizes small, medium and large.

Ricky (or Zeke, it depends on
who you ask) our store mascot,
is geared up for safety and
always the perfect gentleman.

Price: $3.50 Order #: 6300– S, M, L

Grain Palm/Split Back Driver Glove
Cowhide split back/grain palm, keystone thumb and color coded
bindings by size. Available in sizes small through extra-large.
Price: $ 8.79 Order #: 910– S, M, L, XL

Heavy Duty Lemon Picker Glove
Heavy duty, full split leather with gauntlet
Price: $ 14.49 Order #: 222-9, 10, 11
Price: $ 14.95 Order #: 222-12

Heavy Duty Side Split Glove
Heavy duty grain cowhide split leather cuff allowing shirt sleeve
to ;it inside. Great for pruning use. Comes in sizes 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
Price: $13.50 Order #: 22-9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Top of the line Work Glove
Multipurpose top grain cowhide soft and durable. Available
in all sizes from 6-14.
Price: $14.95 Order #: 400 Sizes: 6-11
Price: $15.25 Order #: 400 Size: 12
Price: $15.50 Order #: 400 Size: 13
Price: $15.75 Order #: 400 Size: 14
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Arm Chaps
Disposable

Forearm and wrist protection. Available in sizes S, M, or L and colors:
Tan, Brown or Orange.

Decibel Levels:
Chain saw =120
Leaf Blower =100
Mower = 90

Small or Medium—
Price: $ 47.99 Order #: 261(T– tan, B—brown, O—orange) (S, M)
Large—
Price: $ 49.99 Order #: 261(T– tan, B—brown, O—orange) L

Price: $0.25 ea Order #: EAR

Reusable

Elvex Quattro Reusable Plugs
Universal size. Four ;lange design that allows
it to ;it almost all ear canals. Ultra soft polymer provides a comfortable and effective seal.

QB Hyg Quiet Bands
Special suspended design. Comes with 2 replacement pods. NRR=25dB

Includes a carrying case. NRR=25dB

Price: $6.25 Order #: 317QB2
Replacement Pods—1 pair
Price: $2.85 Order: #:317QB2R

SALE: Price: $1.00 ea. Order #: EP402

Respirator Mask
Particulate Respirators
Price: $1.20 ea. Order #: 82103M
Price: $ 19.75 Order #: 82103M-20 (per box)

Bishop Buff
Multi-use face mask. Can be used as a beanie, hair tie
and more!
Price: $ 2.50 Order #: BCBUFF
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Elvex Safety Glasses
Price:

Order #:

Wrap around protection.
Meets or exceeds ANSI Z-87.1-2003 Standards

Price: $ 3.55 Order #: SG14G (Tinted Lenses)
Price: $ 4.25 Order #: SG14CAF (Clear Lenses)

Brown Frame Tinted Safety Glasses
Tinted lenses.
Meets ANSI Z-87.1-2003 Standards

Price: $8.65 Order #: SG350M

Elvex Elite Tinted Safety Glasses
Soft rubber nose bridge and temple tips. Indoor/Outdoor
lens protects and doesn’t distort colors.
Meets or exceeds ANSI-Z87.1-2003

Elvex GO-SPECS IITM
Flame resistant foam lines eyewear with temples and fabric strap. Amber , clear, or grey anti-fog
lenses.
Meets or exceeds ANSI Z-87.1-2003 Standards

Price: $5.25 Order #: SG200G

Price: $ 11.95 Order #:GG-45A-AF (Amber Lenses)
Price: $ 11.95 Order #: GG-45C-AF (Clear Lenses)
Price: $ 11.95 Order #: GG-45G-AF (Grey Lenses)

Slim Pink and Clear Safety Glasses
Fitted design for added safety. Pink for added style.
Meets ANSI Z-87.1-2003 Standards

Price: $8.65 Order #: SG350M

Zone II Silver Frame Safety Glasses
Straight back, rubber coated temple tips.
Meets or exceeds ANSI Z-87.1-2003 Standards

Price: $6.00 Order #:3SGZ2

Elvex XTS Silver Mirror Lenses with Red Glossy Frame
Substantial and sturdy frame that ;its close to the face for safety.
Meets or exceeds ANSI-Z87.1-2003 Standards
Price: $7.99 Order #: SG24M
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VIZIR SHADOW
Tinted eye shield for VERTEX and ALVEO helmets The VIZIR
SHADOW visor ensures eye protection and integrates perfectly
into VERTEX and ALVEO helmets. It is easy to install with the two
inserts found on these helmets. This eye shield has a level 2.5
solar protection ;ilter. It has also been treated to resist scratches
and fogging.
Price: $64.95 Order #: A15AS

VIZIR

VERTEX® BEST
With its strong chinstrap, the VERTEX BEST helmet sets the standard in head protection for workers at
height. Its unventilated shell protects against electrical hazards and molten metal splash. Its six-point
textile suspension ensures maximum comfort, and its CenterFit adjustment system adjusts the headband and keeps the helmet centered on the head. The VERTEX BEST is designed for optimal attachment
of a PIXA or ULTRA VARIO headlamp, a VIZIR, VIZIR SHADOW or VIZEN protective shield, and hearing

Protective eye shield for VERTEX and ALVEO helmets The VIZIR eye
shield ensures eye protection and integrates perfectly into VERTEX
and ALVEO helmets. It installs easily with the two inserts on these
helmets. It also has scratchresistant and anti-fog coatings
Price: $59.95 Order #: A15

Price: $120.00
Order #: A10BYA [Yellow]
A10BWA [White]
A10BRA [Red]
A10BOA [Orange] (Special Order)
A10BYA HV [High Viz] (Special Order)
A10BBA [Blue] (Special Order)
A10BNA [Black] (Special Order)

Absorbent foam
Foam for VERTEX et ALVEO: absorbs perspiration and is
machine washable.
Price: $11.95 Order #: A10200 [for VERTEX helmet]
A20200 [ for ALVEO helmet]

VERTEX® VENT

VIZEN
Eye shield with electrical protection for VERTEX and ALVEO helmets
The VIZEN face shield should be used when there is risk of electric
arc. Its ultra-wrap shield offers complete face protection and
preserves peripheral vision. Mounting inserts make it easy to install
on VERTEX and ALVEO helmets.
Price: $69.95 Order #: A14

Ear Muffs for Elvex and Petzl Helmets
You can easily combine our Cap Mount Ear Muffs with a variety of
head and face protection without any tools.
Comfortable for all-day wear; lighter than most other muffs.

With its strong chinstrap, the VERTEX VENT helmet sets the standard in head protection for workers at
height. It has ventilation holes with sliding shutters to allow the ventilation to be adjusted as needed. Its
six-point textile suspension ensures maximum comfort, and its CenterFit adjustment system adjusts the
headband and keeps the helmet centered on the head. The VERTEX VENT is designed for optimal
attachment of a PIXA or ULTRA VARIO headlamp, a VIZIR, VIZIR SHADOW or VIZEN protective shield,
and hearing protection
Price: $120.00
Order #: A10YA [Yellow]
A10VWA [White]
A10VRA [Red]
A10VOA [Orange]
A10VYA HV [High Viz]
A10VBA [Blue] (Special Order)
A10VNA [Black] (Special Order)

Price: $ 21.95 Order #: HM-2029
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ALVEO BEST
Featuring a strong chinstrap, the ALVEO BEST helmet is a very
lightweight helmet for workers at height. Its unventilated shell
protects against electrical hazards and molten metal splash. It is
built to be lightweight and its CenterFit adjustment system
adjusts the headband and keeps the helmet centered on the head.
The ALVEO BEST is designed for optimal attachment of a
headlamp, a protective shield, and hearing protection.
Price: $120.00 Order #: A20BYA
A20BWA
A20BRA

Safety Vest (not pictured)
Make yourself more visible to oncoming traf;ic. Picture not exact
representation.
Price: $28.50 Order#: 24801 (S/M)
Price: $ 6.99 Order #: 24852 (OS)

ALVEO VENT
Featuring a strong chinstrap, the ALVEO VENT helmet is a very lightweight helmet for workers at height. It has ventilation holes to allow
the ventilation to be adjusted as needed. It is built to be lightweight
and its CenterFit adjustment system adjusts the headband and keeps
the helmet centered on the head. The ALVEO VENT is designed for
optimal attachment of a headlamp, a protective shield, and hearing
protection.
Price: $120.00 Order #: A20VYA
A20VWA
A20VRA

Chainsaw Chaps
Leg protection available in 33” or 36” from waist.

Price: $ 102.95 Order #: JE9033 (33”)
Price: $ 102.95 Order #: JE9036 (36”)

Bullard Full Brim Hardhats for Groundsmen
Added protection from sun, glare, splash & rain for the groundworker.
Pinlock suspension. Non-vented.
Available in safety orange or white
Price: $ 32.00 Order #: C33RWH (White)
Price: $ 32.00 Order #: C33ROR (Orange)

Cooling Towel

Helmet with Mesh Mask and Ear Muffs Groundsmen
Non-vented helmet that provides full protection for the ground
crew.

Survive the heat with this water activated cooling
towel! Anti-microbial treated material keeps the
towel fresh for every use.
Green - Price: $ 6.95 Order #: 758011
Blue - Price: $ 6.95 Order #: 758010

Price: $ 47.95 Order #: CU-25
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Pruning
Artistic Arborist has the largest selection of pruning tools available in the Southwest. We
pride ourselves on carrying only the ;inest equipment available from Japan, Switzerland,
and the United States.
Saws

The Japanese ;irst introduced “tri-cut” saw blades to the industry about 40 years ago. These
blades go by names such as Turbocut, Razor Cut and Tiger Tooth depending on the manufacturer. They are revolutionary because they reduce the effort needed to make pruning
cuts and cut more rapidly than conventional blades but they also leave a beautiful smooth
;inish to the cut limb that accelerates healing and wound closure. ARS and Silky saws are
made by the same lineage of craftsmen that produced samurai swords in Medieval Japan.
Other manufactures we carry include ARS, Bahco, Barnel, Silky and Fanno. Saw blades come
in various lengths. They can be straight or curved, handles can be angled, curved, open or
close handled, made of wood or composite materials and saws can fold or be ;ixed. We also
sell replacement blades and scabbards from Weaver, ARS and others to keep your blades
sharp and protect you from injury.

What to Look For in Saw Blades

Artistic Arborist, only sells tri-cut saw and does not sell conventional saw blades on its
pruning tools. Conventional blades have every other tooth bent out to make their cutting
action. These saws dull quickly and leave a raw, coarse cut on the wood that heals slowly.
Japanese tri-cut blades are machine ground with straight sides, thinner at the top and thicker at the teeth so the blade does not bind while cutting. The saw teeth are precisely ground
at three separate angles, hence the name “tri-cut”. The process requires a special automated
machine made in Japan that costs over $5 million dollars. These remarkable saw blades
exhibit long lasting sharpness, clog-free sawing and a ;inished cut so smooth it appears to
be planed. Tri-cut saws don’t rip like a saw, they cut like a knife.
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Tricut blades are available in several different ;inishes. They
are made of high carbon steel to hold the razor sharp edge
but tends to be brittle. The Japanese have made them more
;lexible by hot bath quenching. Some blades are chemical
nickled or hard chrome plated to offer greater hardness, rust
proo;ing and prevent sap resins from sticking. Other blades
are impulse hardened which heats and cools the blade within
several thousandths of a second and extends the blade life by
three times in normal usage. Another innovation found in
some of the ARS brand blades are the curvature ARS teeth
which reduces saw binding even further. A ;inal innovation
in the ARS line is the “Super Turbocut” blade with U-shaped gaps called “gullets” or
“rakers” that remove saw dust to make cutting action even more rapid. Some added features on the pole saw blades are special hooks at the end of the blade to remove small
twigs with a simple pulling action and the “bark cutters” at the base of the blade. This is
used to jam into the underside of the limb at its attachment point on the trunk prior to
cutting the limb to prevent bark from peeling and tearing on the trunk as the limb falls.
This is a very handy tool to prevent tree damage during the season when the bark is slipping.
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300 mm Straight Gomtaro Saw & Scabbard
Ideal for all pruning tasks. Well balanced straight blade. Comfortable sure-grip rubber handle. Ideal for all pruning.

Price: $64.95 Order #: 102-30

Tsurugi 300 mm - Medium Teeth
300mm straight-blade saw with scabbard designed for hip
or leg attachment. 1.01 lbs, overall length 19.49in.

Price: $74.95 Order #: 452-30

Tsurugi 300 mm - LargeTeeth
300mm straight-blade saw with scabbard designed for hip
or leg attachment. 1 lbs, overall length 19.95in.

Price: $74.95 Order #: 450-30

330 mm Zubat
One of the ;inest pruning saws available. Zü bat 13” curved
pull cut turbo saw blade includes scabbard.
Price:
Order #:

Original—Price: $74.95 Order #: 270-33
Arborist—Price: $79.95 Order #: 722-33 (Large teeth)
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330 mm Tsurugi Curve Large
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Silky has taken the unique design of the straight Tsurugi
and tweaked it just a bit in shape and size. The result is a
much more aggressive blade in popular sizes which will
still ;it into tight crotches without damage to opposing
limbs.

F-350 Fred Marvin Handsaw
Our most popular hand saw. Marvin F-350 tri-edge hand
saw with a 13inch blade and a rubber handle. Replacement
blade, S-22, can be found under Replacement Hand Saw
Blades.

Price: $87.95 Order #: 454-33

Sugoi 14 1/5”
Price: $ 26.00 Order #: HS-11

A favorite with the professional!
Razor sharp & ultra fast cutting. Includes scabbard w/belt
loop and straps for leg application.

F-380 Fred Marvin Handsaw
Price $: 99.95 Order #: 390-42

Sugoi w/ Vine Cutter
Razor sharp & ultra fast cutting. Includes scabbard w/belt
loop and straps for leg application. Blade has sharpened
hook at the end that can cut vines with ease.

Marvin's newest hand saw, the HS-38 features 15 inches of
razor sharp, tri-edge teeth, allowing for a smooth cut every
time. This heavy duty, extra-;irm blade can be used on
harder, tougher woods, such as palm and even some cacti.

Price: $ 30.95 Order #: HS-38

Price: $64.95 Order #: 390-36

Samurai Ichigeki 13” Saw
A long-time favorite of the professional Arborist and enthusiastic gardener, a heavy duty curved saw with set teeth
that offers exceptional durability and strength. The ergonomically designed pistol grip handle helps to create a well
balanced easy to use saw. (actual handle color– red)

Ibuki
One of the ;inest pruning saws available. Ibuki 15” curved
pull cut turbo saw blade includes scabbard.

Price: $ 100.95 Order #: 275-39

Price: $ 27.00 Order #: C330LH

Samurai Ichiban(GC Series)
Sugowaza
Silky 420mm extra large teeth curved saw.

Price: $ 106.95 Order #: 419-42

Artistic Arborist
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This saw offers the latest in both blade and handle technology,
the “precision toothing” refers to the angle of the teeth along
the length of the blade. The unique design, only associated with
Samurai, optimizes the cutting performance throughout the
pull stroke cutting action, making this saw probably the most
ef;icient, user friendly saw currently available in the world. The
GC range has justly earned the Japanese name “ICHIBAN”
meaning number 1.
Price: $ 47.00 Order #: GC330LH
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Corona Handsaws

Replacement Blades—Handsaws

The Corona RazorTOOTH Saw is extremely fast and ef;icient. The saw blades receive four treatments that maximize durability and hardness, while also reducing friction.
Available in a variety of blade sizes.

Saw Type:

Price:

Order #:

Gomtaro

$ 40.95

103-30

Tsurugi (M)

$ 44.95

453-30

Tsurugi (L)

$ 44.95

451-30

Zubat—Original

$ 48.99

271-33

Zubat—Arborist

$ 56.99

723-33

Tsurugi Curve

$ 51.95

455-33

Sugoi

$ 70.33

391-42

Pocket Boy Folding Handsaw

Sugoi w/ vine cutter

$ 66.95

391-36

Compact lightweight folding saw with 6-3/4-inch blade that
will take up very little room in your pocket or backpack.
This sleek saw features rust-resistant, hard chrome-plated,
taper-ground blade with an impulse-hardened non-set
tooth design for greater cutting ef;iciency.

Ibuki

$ 71.95

276-39

Sugoiwaza

$ 71.95

420-42

Marvin F-350

$ 16.95

S22

Marvin F-380

$ 23.95

S38

Samurai - Ichiban

$ 36.50

GC331LHU

Samurai - Ichigeki

$ 18.50

C331LHU

F-180 Folding Handsaw

Corona 13”

$ 18.49

7100-1

Lightweight strong folding saw with 7-inch blade suitable for multiple tasks. The precision-ground, razor-sharp teeth have four cutting
angles along the length of the blade and provide fast, clean and
smooth cutting action. Blade easily and securely locks into two
different angle positions for easy cutting.

Corona 14”

$ 18.99

AC7395

Pocket Boy

$24.95

347-17

Folding Saw F-180

$ 32.95

142-18

Price: $ 25.95 Order #: RS7120 (13”)
Price: $25.95 Order #; RS7130 (13” w/ wood handle)
Price: $ 33.00 Order #: RS7395 (14”)

Price: $ 38.95 Order #: 346-17

Price: $ 32.95 Order #: 141-18
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Weaver Curved Scabbards with pruner pouch

Price: $40.95 Order #: 08-02007 (Leather)
Price: $26.95 Order #: 08-03007 (Vinyl)
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Curved Scabbards with Snap and belt loops
For 15” curved saw, w/ belt slots
Fits: Fanno#4m #14, FI-1311, FI-K1500
Corona® 7010, 7120, 7130
Price: $ 28.95 Order #: 08-02009 (Leather)
Price: $ 18.95 Order #: 08-03009 (Vinyl)

Same as described above, without the pruner pouch:

Price: $29.95 Order #: 08-02004 (Leather)
Price: $19.95 Order #: 08-03004 (Vinyl)

Curved Scabbard with snap
For up to 15” curved saw, w/ rope attachment
Fits: Fanno#4m #14, FI-1311, FI-K1500
Corona® 7010, 7120, 7130

Weaver Combo Scabbards

Price: $28.95 Order #: 08-02011 (Leather)
Price: $18.95 Order #: 08-03011 (Vinyl)

15” Handsaw with pouch to hold pruners or hand shears.
Clip attachment on back
Fits: Fanno FI-1311, FI-K1500
Corona® 7010, 7120, 7130
And similar saws
Price: $ 39.95 Order #: 08-02013 (Leather)
Price: $ 26.95 Order #: 08-03013 (Vinyl)

Corona Plastic Scabbard
330mm Curved Saw
Designed to ;it the Samurai and Silky Zubat.

Fits RS7120, RS7395, RS7130

Price: $ 8.95 Order #: AC7400

Price: $ 15.95 Order #: 08-03051
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Packages, Scabbards, Poles and Replacement Blades
Pole pruners and saws are handy, labor saving tools that allow workers to stay on the ground
rather than having to climb into the tree. We carry extension poles, pole saws and pole pruners
by Fred Marvin and Corona. Scabbards are also available.
ARS Telescoping Adjustable Pole Saws

Telescoping saw poles available in lengths to 15 ft or 18 ft with snap down clips and
engagement bubble pins. Can be ;itted with blades and with saw attachments for other
manufactures blades or heads.
Price: $ 209.75 Order #: SC– EXP55 (18ft)

Pole Saw Blades with Grips for attachment to ARS Telescoping Poles
Price:

Price:

Price:

Artistic Arborist
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Fred Marvin Pole Pruner/Saw Quick Change Package #15
Includes 2-6 ft. poles, a mid-section and a end pole, a quick connect pruner , a quick connect saw head
(shown) and 14 ft of rope.
Price: $ 156.75 Order #: PKG-15
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Fred Marvin Poles
An assortment of poles for pole-saws and pole-pruners.

Corona Package
Two 6’ poles (one mid and one bottom), pole pruner head with rope and pole saw head with 16” Razor
Tooth saw blade.
Price: $ 208.62 Order #: Corona PKG

Code

Size

Material

Description

Ferrules

Price

4FM

4’

Fiberglass (Orange)

Mid

1 Male, 1 Female

$30.00

6FSH

6’

Fiberglass (Orange)

Head (no eye)

1 Female

$28.00

6FH

6’

Fiberglass (Orange)

Head with eye

1 Female

$30.00

6FM

6’

Fiberglass (Orange)

Mid

1 Male, 1 Female

$34.00

6FMUL

6’

Ultra-Light Fiberglass (Blue)

Mid

1 Male, 1 Female

$45.90

6FB

6’

Fiberglass (Orange)

Bottom

1 Male, End Cap

$31.00

6FBUL

6’

Ultra-Light Fiberglass (Blue)

Bottom

1 Male, End Cap

$42.90

8FS

8’

Fiberglass (Orange)

Bottom

——

$37.95

8A

8’

Wood

——

$24.90

10FS

10’

Fiberglass (Yellow)

Bottom

——

$41.90

12FS

12’

Fiberglass (Yellow)

Bottom

——

$45.90

12T

12’

Fiberglass (Yellow)

Telescoping

——

$64.00

Polesaw and pruner heads are also sold individually. See Pages 91-93.

Fred Marvin Package PKG-BS4
Two 4’ poles (one mid and one bottom) and a Bigshot Sling Shot head to be used with throw weights.
Price: $ 148.00 Order #: PKG-BS4

NOTE: 10’ & 12’ POLES CAN NOT BE SHIPPED VIA UPS AND SPECIAL FREIGHT CHARGES APPLYCALL FOR DETAILS
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Corona Poles
6’ fiberglass poles with metal ferrules on each end.
Price: $ 44.95 Order #: 6881-11

Fanno Replacement Polesaw Blades
17” curved pull cut tree saw
Price:
Order #:
13” Universal curved blade
Price:
Order #:
17” curved blade with hook
Order #:
Price:
Zubat Pole 13” Blade, Pole Saw with Scabbard
One of the ;inest pruning saws the Zubat 13” curved pull cut turbo blade attached to an telescopic pole
extension. Available in 9’. 11’, or 13’ length.
Price: $152.95 Order #: 272-12 (9 ft )
Price: $163.95 Order#: 272-15 (11 ft )
Price: $193.95 Order#: 272-18 (13 ft )

12” straight pull cut tree saw (CLEARANCE)
Order #:
Price:

Fred Marvin Replacement Polesaw Blades
330 mm Blade with hook
Price:
Order #:
330 mm Blade
Price:
Order #:
Hayauchi 17” Blade, Pole Saw with Scabbard
One of the ;inest pole saws, the Hayauchi curved sickle blade turbo saw is with telescopic pole pruner available with 2
extensions to 15.7’ or 3 extensions to 20.6’. Constructed with light weight tubular aluminum alloy poles with 2 push
button stoppers for added safety and convenience. The sickle end is useful for removing vines and twigs and the base
sickle is used to cut the bark to avoid branch splitting. Blade can be set at 2 different angles for high and low cuts.

Price: $ 244.95 Order #: 178-39 with 2 extensions (16 ft)
Price: $ 295.95 Order #: 179-39 with 3 extensions (21 ft)

Samurai Replacement Polesaw Blades

ARS Replacement Polesaw Blades

Ichiban
Price: $ 36.50 Order #: GC331LHU

330 mm Blade with hook
Price: $ 33.78 Order #: SB-CT341

Ichigeki Price: $ 18.50 Order: C331LHU

13” Multi-purpose blade
Price: $ 24.90 Order #: SB-CT321

Fred Marvin Telescoping Pole Pruner Package PKG-25
Swivel pulley head, 12' telescopic pole & rope.

Artistic Arborist

Price: $ 131.00 Order #: PKG-25
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Corona Replacement Polesaw Blades
Price: $ 23.95 Order #: AC7610

13” with hook
Price: $ 33.78 Order #: SB-UV341
13” Replacement for SB-UV321
Price: $ 25.60 Order #: SB-UV32F
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Polesaw Scabbards
Protect yourself and your polesaw with these strap-on scabbards.

14” Belted Scabbard
Price: $ 15.95 Order #: 08-03027

Silky Polesaw Blade Adapter
15” Belted Scabbard
Price: $ 15.95 Order #: 08-03025

Now you can use Silky HAYAUCHI or IBUKI blades on your
favorite ;iberglass poles. Hole pattern only ;its these 2
blades. Male adapter not included.

19” Belted Scabbard
Price: $ 18.95 Order #: 08-03023
Price: $ Order #: 352-78

Polesaw Head w/ Adapter
Quick-connect pole attachments compatible with Fanno, ARS, Fred
Marvin, Samurai, and similar polesaw blades.
Price: $ 21.00 Order #: QCS
Price: $ 20.00 Order #: QCSF

Corona Polesaw Head
16” Razor Tooth saw blade. Ferrule compatible with ;iberglass Corona poles.

Cast Polesaw Head
Marvin's cast saw head. (Saw blade not included.)
Price: $ 36.95 Order #: AC7672
Price: $ 14.95 Order #: U2

Pruner Head
Cast Polesaw Head w/ Adapter

Marvin's 1 1/4" cut pruner head with round casting. Fits all Marvin
;iberglass "head" poles and 1 1/4" octagonal wood poles.

Marvin's U2 saw head w/ adapter. (Saw blade not included.)

Price: $ 63.00 Order #: PH4

Price: $ 20.00 Order #: QCU2

Fanno Polesaw Head

“The Bull” Pruner Head
Marvin's PH5 pruner head features a 1 3/4" cut and a single pulley. All
parts are replaceable.

Price: $ 77.00 Order #: PH5
Price: $ 15.49 Order #: ASH-RD
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Swivel Pulley Pruner Head
Marvin's pruner head with swivel pulley. Fits all Marvin ;iberglass "head" poles and 1 1/4" octagonal wood poles.

Pole Ferrules
Available to order in a set or individually. Fits most standard poles.

Price: $ 66.00 Order #: PH2

Set Price: $19.00 Order # : Z126

Pruner Head w/ Fiberglass Adapter
Marvin's PH4 pruner head with a 10" ;iberglass adapter. Fits all
Marvin poles with a female ferrule (mid-poles and base poles).
Rope sold separately.
Price: $ 72.00 Order #: QCPF

Individual
Price: $9.95 Order #: Z126 M (male)
Price: $ 11.00 Order #: Z126 F (female)

Pole Pruner Bags of Rope
14 ft - Price: $7.25 Order #: Z125A
20 ft - Price: $9.00 Order #: Z125B

Swivel Pulley Pruner Head w/ Adapter
Marvin's PH-2 swivel pulley head with "quick change"
adapter. Fits any Marvin pole with a female ferrule (base
poles and mid-poles). Rope sold separately.

Adapters in ;iberglass in aluminum. If you already have a pruner head,
you can change it into to a quick head with these adapters.
Prices: $8.50-$12.00
Call for more information

Price: $ 77.00 Order #: QCSP

“The Bull” w/ Adapter
Marvin's "Bull" QCB features a 1 3/4" cut, dual pulley system, adapter and 15' of 3/8" rope (rope included). The QCB
easily inserts into the female ferrule of your extension pole
(6FB or 6FM). All parts are replaceable.
Price: $ 91.00 Order #: QCB

Corona Pruner Head
Tree pruner head.

Parts for Fred Marvin Pruner Head
- see next page for diagram and
pricing.

Price: $ 104.95 Order #: 6880-8
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Our pruners use shear by-pass blades to make the best cut for most rapid wound closure. Manufacturers include ARS, Bahco, and Barnel. Leather carrying pouches are available for all types.

Precision Ground Blades, Hard Chrome Plated
Description
1. Block Bolt Washer & Nut
2. Lower Spring Pin
Lower Spring Pin - QCB & PH5
3. Spring
Spring - QCB & PH5
4. Upper spring pin
Upper spring pin - QCB & PH5
5. Pulley Pin
6. Casting rivet
7. Pulley
Pulley assembly swivel - PH2
Pulley assembly upper - QCB
Pulley assembly lower - QCB
8. Lever (Z110 attatched)
Lever - QCB & PH5
9. Link
Link - QCB & PH5
10. Blade
Blade - QCB & PH5
11. Cap, screw, washer & nut
12. Hook
Hook - QCB & PH5
13. Link pin
14. Lever block
15. Casting - PH3
Casting - PH4
16. Pole bolt & nut PH3
Pole bolt & nut (PH-4R)
17. Rope anchor - wood pole
Rope anchor
Rope anchor - bull
18. Rope ring

Artistic Arborist

Item #
Z124
Z110
Z110B
Z104
Z104B
Z106
Z106B
Z116
Z130
Z115
Z115A
Z115B
Z115L
Y102
Y102B
Z103
Z103B
Z101
Z101B
Z105
Y101
Y101B
Z108
Z111
Y103
Y104
Z117A/B
Z117C
Z120
Z120A
Z120B

Clean and easy cuts, extra tough, rust resistant, light weight grips, angled
cutting head for direct access to the cut.

Price
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.80 each
2.75 each
see pg. 92
3.00 each
N/A
1.62 each
3.25 each
4.00 each
2.65 each
1.00 each
1.00 each
7.95 each
11.00 each
4.95 each
14.95 each
4.50 each
15.00 each
2.50 each
2.65 each
N/A
11.25 each
N/A

$

1.60 each

$

1.85 each

$
$
$

1.10 each
2.90 each
3.25 each

Price: $44.72 Order #: HP-120DX

ClassicCUT by Corona
The Corona Max Forged ClassicCUT Pruners are crafted out
of forged steel for the professional gardener. Their strength
and durability means everyday use isn't a problem. If you
need to get job done day in and day out, you can depend on
these pruners.
Price: $ 24.95 Order #: BP3180

PG Series Hand Pruners by Bahco
Designed for all pruning work in the home garden. Horizontal and vertical inclination of the cutting head allow the
natural alignment of hand and forearm to preserve tendons
and nerves from strain.

Price: $ 32.95 Order #: PG-M2-E

Z127
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PX Series Hand Pruners by Bahco
Maximum comfort with minimum effort due to the ergonomic
design. Less fatigue and discomfort thanks to the inclinations
of the cutting head. Increased comfort with the elastomer
coated ;lowing shaped handles. Reduced friction and sticking
due to the hollow inner face of the blade. Blade stays sharp
longer due to the grinding operations used.

Weaver Tool Holster
Lock stitched and riveted soft brown oil tanned top grain steer hide leather
construction. The pouches that ;it 8" or smaller pruners have a 5" deep pocket
and the pouch that ;its 9" pruners has a 6" deep pocket. Belt loop snaps over
belts up to 2" wide.

Price: $ 55.95 Order #: PX_ M2-L
Price: $ 45.00 Order #: PX-M2
Price: $ 55.95 Order #: PX-L3

8” - Price: $8.95 Order #:08-97202-8
9” - Price: $9.95 Order #:08-97202-9

VS Series Hand Pruners
The VS-series of hand pruners offers a number of features
for professional use. The locking latch is released by simply
squeezing the handles, enabling single handed operation.
The pruners are made of thick high quality cast aluminum
with a non-slip coating of smooth plastic for greater durability and comfort. These pruners are lightweight and perfectly balanced to allow all day use with minimal strain and
fatigue. The blades are hard chrome plated for greater
hardness and rust and sap resistance. The VZ series includes the standard sized HP-V8Z as well as the HP-V7Z to
;it smaller hand sizes!

Leather Holster for Hand Pruners
9” size. Fits all brands of hand pruners and soil knives with clip for
belt attachment. Made by Weaver.

Price: $8.95 Order #: 08-97200-8

Leather Pouch for Folding Saws
Fits all brands of folding saws for belt attachment. Made by Weaver.

Price: $ 62.30 Order #: HP-VS7Z
Price: $ 64.23 Order #: HP-VS8Z
Price: $11.95 Order #: 08-02015

GT Economy Hand Pruner
These pruners are the perfect choice for those who have
high tool turnover but still need a quality hand pruner. The
lightweight, die cast aluminum body won't rust and ensures
long life. Replaceable steel blade is hard chrome plated for
rust and sap resistance and the pruner has a sap clearance
groove on the hook. Contoured grips are ergonomically
shaped for greater comfort.

Pruner Pouch w/ Sharpener Pocket
Durable Cordura nylon construction. Universal design ;its hand
pruners and folding saws. Easy to carry using metal clip or belt
loops. Front pocket for sharpener storage to keep tools sharp in the
;ield. (AC 8300 Sharpening Tool is sold separately)

Price: $ Order #: HPK-KS4

See page 103 for sharpening tools.
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Combo Sheath for Hand Pruner & Knife
Holds 8” hand pruner plus scabbard for folding knife. Made by Weaver
Soil Knife - A.M. Leonard
Price: $14.95 Order #: 08-97220-8

A single-piece molded composite handle provides
superior comfort with a curved grip and molded thumb
rest.
Price:$41.95 Order # 4752COM
PNKSLKNF [PINK] (Special Order)

Cone-Shaped Pruner Pouch
Constructed from natural top grain steer hide leather with
a 2" belt clip for attachment to a belt. Measures 6-1/4" high
to accommodate most pruners.

Palm Skinning Knife
Price: $ 6.95 Order #: 08-97221

Dexter 4” peeling knife. Ideal for removing palm
fronds quickly and ef;iciently.
Price:

ARS Folding Saw Pouch with Pruner Pouch
Accommodate 7"-10" folding saws and hand pruners in the same
pouch. Feature a pliable, 3-1/4" x 7" soft oil tanned top grain steer
hide leather front that holds folding saw inside scabbard. Lockstitched and riveted for added strength. The 12-1/4" natural top grain
steer hide leather back has a 2" clip for quick attachment to work belt
or 2" slots to slide belt through. Nickel plated hardware.
Price: $ 19.95 Order #: 08-02018

Order #:

Rake
Flexible, durable metal tines.
Price: $ 16.99 Order #: RK24003

Date Hook
Used for harvesting dates but can also be used to pull
weeds and briars. Hook is sharpened. Wood handle.
Overall length 4 ft.
Price: $30.95 Order: 59WH
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Loppers vs. Shears

Loppers use the same type of cutting heads as hand pruners but cut larger diameter branches.
Length of handles and materials used vary by model. For cutting large diameter branches,
more than 2” look for telescoping handles with more leverage and a ratcheting head. Shears or
hedge trimmers use scissor type blades that are designed to cut smaller diameter branches.
The shearing action gives a smooth even cut to multiple twigs so that hedges can be shaped.
Selection may vary, call store for availability.

Artistic Arborist
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Long Reach Pruners

Long Reach Pruners work well for pruning trees or thorny shrubs without having to rely on conventional Pole Pruners. They have the same
cutting action as hand pruners on handles up to 10 ft long. ARS long
reach pruners have swivel telescoping shafts available in different
lengths.

Fred Marvin Loppers
Light weight, 32” lopper. Perfect for large
vines, shrubs and trees.
Price: $ 83.00 Order #: ML32

Long Reach Telescoping Pruner
4-7 ft.
6-10 ft.

Price: $159.97
Price: $159.97

Order#: LA-160ZF203
Order#: LA-180ZF305

Bahco Loppers
Ultralight, aluminum handled, lopper
perfect for vines, shrubs and small trees.
Cuts diameters up to 2”.

Price: $139.95 Order #: P19-80

Fanno Light Weight Shears
Ideal for pruning hedges and for topiary work.
Max cut=1/5”
Price:

Order #:
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Corona Blade Sharpener

•
•
•
•

5” Super Carbide File
Ideal for all blades
EZ ;it in pocket
No Slip grip for EZ use

Turnbuckles
Two sizes to choose from. 3/8” x 6” and 1/2” x 9”.

Price: $ 7.95 Order #: AC8300

Price: $8.49 Order #: 9EE 375 X 06 3/8 x 6”
Price: $12.99 Order #: 9EE 500 X 09 1/2 x 9”

Chain Saw Files
Used to sharpen the cutting tooth on chainsaw chains.

Tree Rods
Price: $ 1.95 ea.
$ 1.75 per 6+
$ 1.55 per 12+

1/8” x 8” - Order #: 168-8-3.1-P
5/32” x 8” - Order #: 168-8-5.5
3/16” x 8” - Order #: 168-8-4.8
7/32” x 8” - Order #: 168-8-4.0

Used for bracing limbs. Nuts and washers available.
Comes in a 6ft length by 1/2” diameter.

Rod Price: $39.50 ea Order #: 95465A201
Nut Price: $1.95 ea Order #: 95525A211
Washer - Price: $0.30 ea Order #: WASHER500

Flat Files
For ;iling chainsaw teeth.
Price: $ 3.00 Order #: 166-6-16

Cable
Assorted sizes and strengths. 1/4” or 3/16” diameter,
250 foot lengths, common & extra high strength (EHS).
Handsaw Files
Designed for Tri-edge saw blades.
Price: $ 20.57 Order #: AC-9F10
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Order #
2G1E 250-100
2G1E312-00200

Diam Length
1/4”
100ft
5/16” 200ft

Price
$82.00
$126.95
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Make your cabling jobs easier, safer & stronger. Assorted sizes.
3/16” - Price: $4.99 Order #: TG 187
1/4” - Price: $6.69 Order #: TG250
5/16” - Price: $10.99 Order #: TG 312

ISA Best Management Practices
Price:
Tree Support Systems - Order#: P1312
Tree & Shrub Fertilization - Order #: P1313
Pruning - Order #: P1314 (Also available in
Spanish)
Tree Lightening Protection Systems - Order #:
P1315

*All books not pictured

Utility Pruning of Trees - Order #: P1316 (Also available in Spanish)
Tree Planting - Order #: P1317 (Also available in Spanish)
Tree Inventories - Order #: P1318

Lag Bolts and Related Hardware
“J” type and drop forged eye bolts and thimbles. Assorted diam in both right-hand and lefthand turns.

Integrated Vegetation Management - Order #: P1319 Also available in
Spanish)
Integrated Pest Management - Order #: P1320
Managing Trees During Construction - P1535

3/8” - Price: $3.15 Order #: LHK 375 X 04-NL or R
1/2” - Price: $3.60 Order #: LHK500 X 06-NL or R
5/8” - Price: $4.20 Order #: LHK 625 X 07-NL or R

Field Guide to Closed Chain of Custody for Herbicides in the Utility Vegetation
Management Industry - Order #: P1539
Soil Managemnt for Urban Trees - Order #: P1552
Tree Injection - Order #: P1555
Root Management - Order #: P1558

Price: $ 5.60 Order #: EB 500 X 08
1/2” X 10” - Price: $ 6.10 Order #: EB 500 X 10
1/2” X 12” - Price: $ 6.80 Order #: EB 500 X 12
Forged Screw 1/2” - Price: $ 3.80 Order #: E/S 500 X 3.25

1/4” - Price: $0.59 Order #: THD250/DP
3/16” - Price: $0.49 Order #: THD187/DP
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Tree Risk Assessment
This BMP is intended to serve as a guide for arborists to
assess tree risk as accurately and consistently as possible,
to evaluate that risk, and to recommend measures that
achieve an acceptable level of risk.
Price: $ 22.95 Order #: P1542
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The Tree Climber’s Companion (2nd edition) by Jeff Jepson
Equipment, knots and methods of tree climbing. An invaluable reference
guide for climbers.
Price: $ 14.00 Order #: 60002
Price: $ 14.00 Order #: 60002-S (Spanish)

Tree Climber’s Guide, 3rd Edition
by S. J. Lilly
Basic text for tree climbers. 200 color illustrations
Chapters include: Tree health & science, safety, ropes & knots,
climbing, pruning, rigging, removal and cabling.

Price: $ 64.95 Order #: P1230

Knots at Work by Jeff Jepson
This book’s easy-to-follow text with extensive illustrations, unique crossreference format, and ;ield guide size make it an ideal resource for
arborists looking to learn and master knot construction and application for
climbing and rigging.
Price: $ 16.95 Order #: 60004

Arborist’s Knots for Climbing & Rigging

Price: $ 19.95 Order #: W1530
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Orders: All orders are subject to availability and con;irmation of the order
price. While we try and ensure that all details, descriptions and prices which
appear on this website are accurate, errors may occur. If we discover an error
in the price of any goods which you have ordered, we will inform you of this as
soon as possible and give you the option of recon;irming your order at the correct price or cancelling it. If we are unable to contact you, we will treat the order as cancelled. If you cancel and have already paid for the goods, you will receive a full refund. Orders within Arizona are subject to sales tax.
Payment: Credit or debit card with order (you undertake that you are an authorized user of the credit or debit card and that there are suf;icient funds to
cover the cost of the goods) or shipped C.O.D. (additional fee will be added).
Shipping: Orders are shipped by U.P.S., F.O.B. Phoenix, Arizona, plus handling.
We attempt to ship orders placed by noon on the same day. Our responsibility
ceases when merchandise is accepted by the carrier. In the event of loss or
damage of merchandise, the customer should ;ile a claim with the carrier immediately. Artistic Arborist, Inc. shall not be responsible for loss or damage caused
by delays in deliveries from circumstances beyond our control.
Return of Merchandise: All returns are subject to a 15% restocking/handling
charge for merchandise returned within 30 days, unused and in original package, accompanied by original invoice. No returns after 30 days or without ;irst
obtaining written authorization and shipping instructions from Artistic Arborist, Inc.

4519 N 7th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85013

Photography supplied courtesy of Google Images, Weaver Leather, Petzl,
Fred Marvin, Rock Exotica, Pelican Rope, Sampson Rope, ISA, Corona, Spyder Mfg,
U.S. Rigging, Bahco, ARS, Sherrill Tree, Bishop, and Fanno Saw.
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